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'Dog day 
afternoon'
 
Marian  
Schndr
 
Kuhlua, who
 belongs
 to 
SJSU  
student
 Karen
 Sennehart.
 seeks refuge
 in the
 cool
 
waters
 of the 
fountain.
 His favorite place is 
Tower  
Hall,  but 
Tuesday
 
he
 changed
 locales. 
CSU fee limits will 
probably
 
pass  
state 
legislature,
 
says
 
Fullerton
 
By Patrick Hays 
Legislation  placing a ceiling 
on
 
university fees will 
probably
 be ac-
ceptable
 to the state 
Legislature,  
SJSU 
President  Gail Fullerton said 
in a press conference Tuesday. 
 The ceiling, set 
at 10 to 20 per-
cent of the
 state's current alloca-
tions to the California
 State Univer-
sity system, was recommended by 
the California Post Secondary 
Edu-
cation Committee. 
Numerous bills
 exist in the state 
Legislature 
that would implement 
this recommendation, 
Fullerton  
said.  
"One of the bills 
would  probably 
be acceptable in both houses," she 
said. 
The recommendation would 
make fee 
amounts  for next year 
more predictable. Fullerton 
said
 
this would be advantageous to the 
administration, but more so to stu-
dents.
 
Students, who 
need to decide 
what jobs to get and how much 
money to 
save, have a hard time be-
cause they do not know by the 
start  
of summer
 what the amount  of fees 
they will be paying for
 the Fall se-
mester, she said. 
"The 
unknowns  are as much a 
burden
 as the amount 
itself," she 
said. 
Fees would have 
been  raised by 
$230 
under  Gov. 
George  
Deukmeji-
an's 
proposed 
budget.  
Although Deukmejian's
 propo-
sal
 was rejected by committees in 
both 
houses
 of the legislature, 
Ful-
lerton said there 
is the possibility 
that
 the legislature 
will leave an un-
funded 
gap  in the 
CSU
 budget, for 
the board
 of trustees 
to cover with
 
either
 budget
 cuts or 
fee  
increases.
 
She 
said  the 
CSU  "has 
had  nego-
tiations  
underway"  
on funding
 pro-
posals
 since 
Deukmejian
 introduced
 
his 
budget. 
The
 ceiling 
proposal, 
she said, 
would  serve 
as a 
guideline
 for 
uni-
versity
 fees. 
"As it 
stands  now, 
there  is no di-
rect tuition,
 but fees 
can cover 
ev-
erything  except 
direct instruction,"
 
she said. 
Referring  to 
Deukmejian's 
Weather
 
Mostly lair 
weather  is 
ex-
pected for 
today  except for 
some
 
afternoon 
clouds,  
according
 to 
the Associated 
Press Weather
 
Service.
 High 
temperatures  
will 
be in 
the 60s and 
low 705, 
with
 
lows
 in 
the 
mid tos to mid -50s. 
more 
recent budget 
proposal,  to cut 
$12 million 
from  the CSU for 
equip-
ment  repairs and 
new
 construction, 
Fullerton 
said  she hopes 
it is only a 
one-year 
proposal.  
SJSU
 has no 
major  
construction
 
projects 
planned  for next 
year that 
would rely 
on the imperiled
 state 
funding, she 
said,  thus the effect 
on
 
SJSU 
would not be 
devastating. 
Minor 
construction 
projects, 
such 
as the removal
 of a wall, 
would  
be 
cancelled 
however.
 
SJSU
 also 
would  have 
no
 money 
to make 
emergency  
repairs,
 such as 
those  needed if 
there  is a power 
out-
age  in one of 
the buildings,
 Fullerton 
said. 
There is no 
money set 
aside  in 
case  such an 
emergency  
occurs,  she 
said, 
because
 any 
unused
 state 
con-
struction  money 
cannot be 
saved,  it 
must 
revert
 to the 
state  general 
fund. 
Fullerton
 seemed 
to have empa-
thy for the 
people
 who draw 
up the 
state budget
 
"I 
think we have 
to realize that 
even the 
great  state of 
California 
has
 come up 
against  a dry 
well," she 
said. 
Fullerton  
also
 
expressed
 empa-
thy for 
the general
 idea of 
student -
oriented  
.businesses  
close to 
cam-
pus. 
Having  
more  
bookstores  
and
 
clothing 
stores close
 to 
campus
 
would  be 
mutually  
beneficial  for 
the
 
university
 and 
for the 
downtown  
area, she said. 
Although  she 
made an 
effort  for 
five years 
to get some
 discussion 
going 
that
 might 
lead
 to  ideas 
for 
some kind 
of
 university 
zone, Ful-
lerton  sees that as a 
difficult  goal to 
achieve. 
"It's difficult 
because
 we're so 
close to the 
downtown  
we're  part 
of the downtown," she said. 
Fullerton  said 
that
 sooner or 
later economics will bring
 more stu-
dent
-oriented uses of the
 downtown 
area. The price of land may 
become 
such that it will be used for 
high-rise  
residential units, which students 
may be able to use, she said. 
There is 
already
 an area east of 
the university zoned for 
residential 
medium-rise/fraternity, but it is 
hard to decree that only students 
can live there, she said. 
"The 14th 
amendment
 applies," 
she said with a 
smile.  
Redevelopment
 of the down-
town area is generally 
beneficial to 
the university. It brings the kind of 
activity to the downtown that
 cre-
ates "a better ambience" for the 
university, she said. 
For example, the center for the 
performing arts brings symphony 
music and plays. 
Fullerton has taken such an in-
terest in downtown redevelopment 
that she has been on 
several  rede-
velopment
 committees, among 
them the downtown working review 
committee. 
Although San 
Jose has loaned 
some
 money to SJSU for Spartan 
Stadium renovations, university
 of-
ficials 
are  pessemistic enough about  
receiving future city loans that they 
are looking elsewhere for
 funding, 
Fullerton said. One option may be a 
bond issue, she said. 
Fullerton also said she has 
ap-
pointed a 
task force to study the ef-
fects of a five to seven percent bud-
get 
cut  to intercollegiate athletics, 
which  she 
approved
 earlier 
this 
week.  The task 
force consists
 of peo-
ple from
 the 
men's  and 
women's  
athletic
 programs,
 
community
 rela-
tions  and 
from
 Spartan
 Foundation,
 
she 
said.  
The 
task
 force will 
look at each 
sport in the
 athletic 
program 
and  
present 
a detailed 
analysis  of 
its in-
come
 and expenses
 for the 
next  five 
years, and 
a more general
 analysis 
for the 
following 
five
 years. 
This
 
analysis
 
will 
help
 the university
 pre-
dict how 
well  each 
sport  will 
fare
 
under
 the cuts. 
The 
task
 force will also 
present  
Contimed
 on 
peoe
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Cigarette
 
tax  
may
 
put
 
end
 
to 
fee
 
hikes
 
By Dave Berkowitz 
A state Senate 
bill  blocking Gov 
George Deukmejian's proposal to 
raise college fees
 in California 
passed through its last senate 
com-
mittee hearing Monday. 
Senate  Bill 161 is expected 
to 
move to the senate floor next week 
where a two-thirds vote will be re-
quired for passage 
before
 moving to 
the state assembly. 
The bill calls for a five cent in-
crease in the state cigarette tax to 
offset reductions in university fund-
ing. 
Deukmejian's 
proposed 1983-84 
budget calls 
for  covering the fund-
ing 
reduction
 through a $230 student 
fee 
increase  in the 
California
 State 
University  system 
and an $191 in-
crease in the 
University of 
Califor-
nia 
system.
 
The Senate Finance Committee 
passed the bill 
by
 an 8-4 vote, 
according
 to Teri Burns, legislative 
assistant to Sen.
 Alan Robbins, D -
Van Nuys. Robbins is the bill's au-
thor.  
The legislation had been stalled 
in the finance 
committee
 for more 
than two months. 
Burns said a similar bill,
 SB 813, 
authored by Democrat 
Gary  Hart, 
interfered with SB 161's
 progress. It 
Gary  
Hart
 
. . . fields questions 
passed
 
Monday  
by
 a 9-1 
vote. 
SB 
813 
calls  for a 
10 
percent
 in-
crease  
in 
funding  
for 
grades  
K-12 
and 
proposes
 
numerous  
changes  
in 
wage
 
scales
 for
 
teachers.
 
Senate 
majority
 
leader
 
John
 
Garamendi,
 who 
last 
week 
lam-
basted  
Robbins
 for 
trying  to 
push 
SB
 
161 
along 
independent
 
of
 the 
Hart 
legislation,
 
voted  in 
favor 
of 
both
 
bills 
this
 week.
 
According
 to 
Paul
 
FideIli,
 press
 
agent  to 
Garamendi,
 
the  
senator
 ac-
cepted  SB 
161  
because  
Robbins 
had 
yielded
 to 
support  
the 
Hart  bill
 
which  
Garamendi
 
coauthored.
 
The Hart bill 
also  calls for a five 
cent increase 
in the cigarette tax 
to
 
raise 
money  for K-12 
grades.
 It orig-
inally
 called for a 
ten -cent hike. 
Robbins, 
according to FideIli, 
felt K-12 
grades
 should not receive 
more 
revenue
 than the 
universities  
and 
pressured Hart and
 Garamendi 
into reducing 
the amount of the tax. 
"SB 161 is 
not  the player
 that it 
once  was," 
FideIli 
said,  "it's 
be-
come a 
part  of the 
Hart  bill." 
According  
to
 Curtis 
Richards,
 
lobbyist  for 
the California
 State
 Stu-
dent 
Association,
 the 
Robbins
 bill 
was nearly 
killed May 
2, but was 
fi-
nally  accepted 
because it 
was  tied to 
the
 more
-popular  
SB 813. 
Burns 
said she is 
optimistic 
about
 the Robbins
 bill's 
chance
 on 
the senate
 floor. 
She is even
 more 
optimistic  
about its 
chance on the
 assembly 
floor,
 where a 
finance  
subcommit-
tee
 rejected 
Gov.  George 
Deukmeji-
an's plan 
to raise fees 
two weeks 
ago. 
"It's a good 
sign that they're
 op-
posing 
tuition,"  Burns
 said about
 
the 
Assembly's move.
 "It just re-
inforces
 what we're 
trying
 to do." 
A senate 
subcommittee  took 
similar  action Monday by instituting
 
a token $1 increase
 in  fees for CSU 
and UC students. 
However, 
Robbins 
is likely 
to 
face 
tough  
opposition
 in 
the  state 
senate  where
 
Deukmejian's
 
Repub-
lican
 caucus is 
expected to 
oppose 
any  tax 
boost  for 
solving
 the 
state's  
fiscal  problems.
 
"Our
 position
 as far as 
increas-
ing  the 
burden  on 
the taxpayer
 is 
very
 clear," 
said  Kevin 
Brett, Deuk-
mejian's 
deputy 
press  
spokesman.
 
"We are very 
opposed
 to it." 
SJSU
 
gets
 
cancer
 
research
 money
 
By John 
Venturino  
SJSU's biology department will receive as 
much as $5,000 in scholarship
 money next se-
mester  because of its work in cancer immuno-
logy and toxicology research. 
The Cancer 
Research Federation, a fund-
raising corporation based in Riverside,
 Calif., 
selected SJSU's biology department 
because
 it 
is the only one in the California State University 
system 
studying
 the ability of the body to use its 
own defenses in the fight 
against  cancer. 
Fifty years ago it 
was proposed that some 
forms of cancer might be caused by 
a break-
down in the body's defense against 
bacterial
 and 
viral infections,
 said John 
Steinbarker, 
director  
of the 
federation. He 
said the study 
of
 cancer im-
munology has 
been
 neglected. 
The 
discovery of 
interferon
 has generated
 
renewed  interest in 
the study of cancer
 immuno-
logy, 
Steinbarker  said. Interferon
 is a substance 
produced by the 
human  body, believed 
to fight 
viral 
and  bacterial infections. 
It will soon be possible,
 through genetic 
en-
gineering, to 
produce mass 
quantities
 of human 
interferon artificially.
 This innovation 
might  
give new hope
 to cancer patients 
whose only re-
source has been 
chemotherapy and
 radiation 
therapy.
 
The federation has given 
SJSU almost com-
plete autonomy in 
choosing  recipients. The first 
person  will be chosen 
for the fall with 
several
 
more to follow.
 The only stipulation
 is that the 
student 
be
 a senior interested in 
the areas of mi-
crobiology,
 immunology, 
or toxicology, said 
Leon Dorosz, SJSU biology
 professor. 
Dorosz said part
 of the reason SJSU 
was 
chosen was 
because of its work 
with local firms 
IBM and Lockheed, and
 the Lawrence Liv-
ermore  Labs, all of 
which sponsor 
cancer
 re-
search at 
SJSU. 
These
 companies are 
investigating  the hi 
Caminnid on pm 1 
Dean
 opts
 for 
early  
retirement
 
By 
Karen  
Sorenson  
After 26 
years at SJSU, Gerald
 Wheeler, dean of the School of Social 
Science, 
said it is time to "run my own clock." 
Wheeler,
 58, will retire after the
 semester. He is one of many falculty 
members retiring this year because of the "golden handshake," a new pro-
posal which would 
give  faculty members te o extra years of retirement 
credit if they
 
agree  to retire 
between April 18 and
 August
 
IS. 
Approximately 100 
faculty
 members have applied for early retirement 
this year,
 Wheeler said.
 
Many 
campus departments have not hired anyone for a tenured 
posi-
tion for many
 years, he said. The history depar'ment, for example, has not 
hired any tenured
 
faculty
 since
 1970, 
he
 added. 
Times have 
changed  since Wheeler was 
hired
 as an assistant professor 
histury
 .0 1957. The student population was
 13,000, and approximately 
100 
instructors  were hired that year. 
Although the number of students has increased considerably,
 "I never 
really felt the university was growing," Wheeler 
said.  
But he did notice a 
decline  in funds, and because of the cutbacks, "in 
the future, deans may have
 to do a lot of outside hustling for money," 
Wheeler said. "Our academic gowns sometimes
 turn into begging robes." 
For example, he said the School of Social Science
 may have to try and 
collect donations from various sources
 such as the Ford and Hewlett Pack-
ard 
Foundations. 
But the good times are what he will remember 
most, Wheeler said. In 
fact, one of his fondest 
memories  is the June commencement 
ceremony
 of 
1977,
 when both his daughter and wife 
received  degrees. 
As a retired Naval Air Reserve Commander, Wheeler is known for his 
research in naval and U.S. diplomatic history, and Phillipine and aviation 
history. He has written three 
books  on naval history and numerous arti-
cles. 
During his employment at SJSU, he has been assistant and acting 
dean of Graduate Studies, assistant academic vice president, and chair-
man
 of the 
history department.
 In 1967 he was one
 of eight professors to re-
ceive the Distinguished Teaching Award given for "excellence in college 
teaching." 
Wheeler's plans for the future include the completion of two books and 
a cross-country trip to trace the geneologies of him and his wife, Jean. 
"We're all going to miss him," said Academic Vice President Hobert 
Burns, who 
has  known Wheeler 
for 16 
years.
 "He 
brings
 both 
the  quality of 
detail and concept together in administrating. He's a rare bird in that 
way." 
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EDITORIAL
 
Miners  should be 
prosecuted
 
Accusations
 have been 
made  
that
 the
 
Department
 of the 
Interior  
has
 failed 
to
 
prosecute
 those 
coal  mining
 operators
 
that 
violate the
 Surface
 Mining
 and 
Recla-
mation  Act, 
which 
took
 effect 
in 1978. 
This 
failure
 is a 
flagrant  
neglect 
of
 duty. 
Strip 
mining, 
widely  
practiced  
in Mon-
tana 
and
 
Wyoming.  leaves deep
 slashes
 
in 
the 
land.  
Unless
 this land is reclaimed,
 these
 
ugly open
 pits would
 be the 
centers 
of
 a 
spreading
 
pattern  of 
erosion. 
The 
Act
 is 
designed "to establish
 a 
na-
tionwide
 
program  
to 
protect  society 
and  
the  
environment
 from
 adverse 
effects  of 
surface  
coal 
mining
 operations," 
and to 
ensure
 
that 
reclamation  
begins  as soon 
as possible. 
But 
by 
not 
enforcing the Act, 
the  
Depart-
ment of the 
Interior, 
headed
 by James
 Watt, 
is allowing
 
mining operators to 
falsify re-
ports 
about
 the amount 
of 
coal  
produced  by 
surface
 mining
 
operations.
 
Consequently,
 operators 
may  pay lower 
reclamation fees
 than they legally
 should. 
As 
Secretary  of the 
Interior.  Watt 
has  
the 
authority
 and obligation
 to see that 
the 
Act is 
enforced. In fact,
 the Act has 
two  sec-
tions listing
 his authority in 
this particular 
In my opinion
 . . . 
area: "to administer programs for control-
ling surface coal mining. . . and to issue 
cease -and
-desist
 orders." 
Since 1978, the department
 has filed 
criminal charges eight times. 
A former lawyer for the Department of 
the 
Interior, Vincent Laubach, claimed that 
the Inspector 
General's  Office told him ap-
proximately $100 million in penalty 
and rec-
lamation  fees have not been 
collected.  He 
also claimed his superiors told 
him  the de-
partment would undertake 
"no criminal 
prosecution, no 
matter
 how bad the fraud or 
how impossible it would 
be to proceed with 
a civil action," to collect 
penalty  fees. 
The Act was 
implemented for a pur-
pose: to make sure the environment
 is not ir-
reparably damaged by strip mining 
opera-
tions.  
But figures 
from  the department itself 
indicate the Act is not enforced 
vigorously. 
Watt is responsible for the action  or in-
action  
of his department. If he finds
 it too 
difficult or 
impossible  to use his powers 
to
 
investigate charges 
of
 noncompliance with 
the Act, he should 
turn
 specific cases over to 
the justice department. 
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RELICAOUS
 FAITIA 
KEEPS ME 
ON 
-rue Joe. 
 JAMES VJATT 
Local
 
singles'
 
scene  
sabotaged   
All  this time I 
thought
 it was something
 wrong with 
me. 
Maybe it was my 
hair that was 
dragging  me down.
 
Or could it 
be
 my choice of 
clothes?  To 
unconventio-
nal perhaps.
 
No. I finally decided, I looked pretty much like ev-
eryone else. It couldn't
 possibly be the threads. 
Well, I 
concluded, it 
must be my 
personality.  
Subtle  
sarcasm
 mixed 
with  sensitive 
introspection 
just  wasn't 
attractive.
 
I 
decided that 
I would need 
a complete 
physical,  
emotional 
and mental 
overhaul  if I 
could  ever hope 
to 
By Dave 
Reznicek 
Staff
 Writer
 
compete on the grueling Bay Area Singles Bar Circuit 
( BASBC ). 
But I was wrong. 
Now thanks to a reliable source, I've finally found 
out why I always leave the bars alone. 
The source, whom I'll call "Floppy Disco," (Floppy 
for 
short)
 is a high-level research scientist for a rela-
tively unknown local corporation specializing in robot-
ics. Floppy 
has mega -clearance, and is mega -privy to 
all new and breaking and development within his field. 
He even got to sneak preview "The Stepford Wives." 
Floppy has informed 
me that a company known as 
"Passions Proto Playthings," has been testing out a se-
cret invention in a few specially selected singles bars in 
the Bay Area. 
The invention is called the "Pickup
 Artist" (Project 
Code 69 XTC ), and its only function is to pick up women 
in bars, and take them home. 
The robots are 
presently being tested in three loca-
tions.  
At 
:he Saddlerack in San Jose, 
the  country western 
model, code named
 "Willy Nelson," has 
been at it for 
six months. 
He wears two-tone
 snakeskin boots, 
Wrangler 
straightlegs, a 
flannel shirt and a 
beige fedora. He 
struts around 
saying things like 
"Hey
 sugah, howz' bout
 
me buyin' you 
a drink," and 
"You  sho do look 
purty to-
night, 
missy." 
His clothes come
 pre -scented 
with  Jack Daniels,
 
and  his rear panel 
is contructed extra
-sturdy in case a 
mechanical 
bull  ride is required 
to woo a prospective
 
"little 
filly."
 
"Willy," 
has  been under a lot of 
pressure. Cowgirls 
are reputed to be the 
easiest  scores, and the inventors
 
expect him to rope his share. 
Over 
in Campbell, the Lariat is being 
prowled by the 
Disco
 Series robot, code 
named,
 "Travolta." 
Travolta is 
dressed  in a matching  white
 vest and 
pants 
outfit  (circa 1977t provided
 by "Angels Flight,"
 
and a black 
acetate
 dress shirt from Sears
 and Roe-
buck.The
 Travolta is an expert on 
the zodiak and is pro-
grammed to handle the
 dual stresses of disco 
prancing  
and backseat
 romancing. 
The robot constantly combs its hair while giving 
piercing, sultry stares to the ladies.Its favorite
 lines are 
"I bet I've 
got  more gold chains than you," and "I'll bet 
I'm prettier than you." Both, 
I was  informed, are highly 
effective openers. 
Up in the City, the final model is being tested.
 
The punk model, code named 
"Jello  Biafra," can be 
observed skanking 
and  slamming at the once fabulous 
Mabuhay Gardens. Jello has provided the most prob-
lems 
for  the inventors. 
It seems the robot is more intent on 
picking fights 
and
 his nose) than picking 
up, and its bionic biceps 
have already 
caused some serious injuries.Its hair must 
be dyed a different color every week, 
which is costly, 
and Jello's incredible and
 insatiable consumption of 
drugs, alcohol and anything else it can stuff into its 
mouth 
is both undesirable and
 unlawful. 
In fact, all three 
prototypes have severe cocaine 
problems, not to 
mention
 several types of venereal dis-
eases.  Reportedly, Jello has 
even turned bi-sexual and 
picked
 up a 
wicked  dose of 
AIDS. 
But 
overall,  Floppy says that 
the cybernetic swing-
ers have been very 
efficient  in their programmed en-
deavors.Pickup rates have been 0096 for Willy, 90% 
for 
Travolta,
 and 10% for Jello, which is actually consid-
ered 
quite  good for
 a punk. 
Soon,  I was told, there will be female robots too. 
That
 way male patrons can 
also
 leave satisfied. 
The owners of 
the various bars have reported that 
business is better 
than
 ever, thanks primarily to robots. 
The best part is that so far none has even 
noticed
 the 
robots 
in
 the bars. 
I wonder why that 
is?  
This 
article
 reflects
 the personal
 
opinion
 of the 
writer
 
Daily's story wrong 
on 
overdue
 books 
Editor:  
Well, "fools' names and fools' 
faces. .." 
The story in the Daily 
mention-
ing my 
name 
(4/20/831
 was 
prompted by a letter to the Editor by 
me suggesting that other people who 
were threatened with seizure of part 
of their salaries by the 
Library  Di-
rector, contact a lawyer  or bar-
ring that, me. That letter was never 
published.
 
The Daily's account is signifi-
cantly correct in barely one item: 
my office is overcrowded with books 
(mine), papers, data, etc.. 
etc.
 
Plainly, it's 
a mess. Other than that, 
the story meanders lie a drunk on 
the way 
home,  and the "facts" are 
presented as through blearied 
eyes:  
I entertain no question about the 
need for the library 
to be responsi-
ble for property in its care. I have 
no 
overdue library books. 
Those  have 
been returned,
 most of them long 
ago. The differences between the li-
brary's
 tallies and mine 
were due 
mainly to 
accumulated  errors. 
These swelled in both 
number  and 
proportion 
as
 returns were 
made.  
As for my 
advise to any 
would  be jail 
house  lawyers: 
under circum-
stances 
such
 as these, be 
sure  to re-
sort to the
 Fourteenth 
Amendment, 
not to the 
Fifth.  Anyone 
acquainted  
with the 
Constitution  
would  recog-
nize the
 importance 
of the distinc-
tion.
 My point 
overall  is that
 the rea-
son for the
 adoption 
of the Bill 
of
 
Rights and 
such other 
amendments  
as the
 Thirteenth
 and 
Fourteenth
 
was to 
preclude 
federal,  state
 or 
local 
agencies,
 swelled 
with enthu-
siasm 
for special
 goals, 
from
 ex-
ceeding those
 general 
principles 
of
 
government
 on 
which  this 
country  
was 
founded.  
Lawyers
 hired 
by cul-
pable 
agencies are
 rarely the
 best 
LETTERS
 
TO
 THE 
EDITOR
 
judges of their excesses. Fre-
quently, they are not consulted until 
after the agengices' 
deeds  are ex-
posed. Finally,
 I hope that Mr. Has-
sur and the Library Property Re-
view Board realize the Constitution 
is theirs too. 
Ironically. Mr. Nakaso queried 
(on the next page, same date) why 
the Pulitzer Prize Committee snubs 
Western newspapers.
 Responses to 
his question may reflect the courage 
of editorial
 policy, the independence 
of its -criteria from topical influence, 
the sense of 
proportion  needed to 
distinguish significant events from 
trivial 
ones,  compassion for the tra-
gic, the care with which truth is 
sought, the 
grace and fidelity with 
which it is expressed, and the plein 
de joie occasioned by the bounty and 
humor of life. Rarely prized beyond 
local boundaries
 are excitement for 
the 
banal, loyalty to organization, 
community, or special interest, and 
partisan principles. 
Manipulated  
news 
accounts are generally es-
chewed
 by knowledgeable awards 
committees. Departments of Jour-
nalism. I'm 
sure, introduce students 
to such 
criteria. 
Geoffrey H. Tootell, 
Ph.D.  
Professor of 
Sociology 
Satan uses rock 
to influence
 people 
Editor: 
After reading 
the article on 
"The 
Evil
 in 
Rock  and 
Roll" in the 
May 9 issue,
 I believe that the arti-
cle covered only the
 minor reasons  
of the evil in 
rock music. It did not
 
bring out 
what I think is 
the major 
reason why rock
 music is evil. I 
agree that music
 is a powerful me-
dium and 
that many songs are
 
inspired
 by Satan and 
that many 
rock groups use 
Satanic  symbols. I 
also agree that 
there  are Satanic 
messages backmasked into some 
songs; 
however,
 I believe that we 
need to worry more about what the 
lyrics 
are  saying when the record is 
played forward before we worry 
about backmasking and other Sa-
tanic influences. 
Many groups share their 
evil
 
ideas 
outright in some of their 
songs. They don't try to hide their 
messages 
by using some sub-
conscious method. Van Haien sings 
"Best Part of a Mau" and 
the Ra-
mones sing "Suzie is a Head 
Banger." Both of these songs expli-
citly deal with sex. Mick Jagger of 
the Rolling Stones sings "Sympathy 
For the Devil." he sings the song as if 
he were Satan. it seems to be that 
Mick 
Jagger had to know Satan per-
sonally before he could write this 
song. Satan is a powerful force who 
uses the tool of music to 
influence  
people to follow his will.
 Therefore, 
we need  to be careful about what we 
listen to because it influences our 
lives. 
Da rrin Hatekeda 
Aeronautics Maintenance 
Freshman 
Stop
 Dr.Anderson,
 
student
 says 
Editor: 
Please do not 
run Dr. Ander-
son's 
so-called
 comic strip next
 se-
mester. As a result of 
reading  it re-
cently. I have 
started  to go blind, 
hair is 
growing on my palms, my 
spine is curling, 
my
 socks smell 
worse, 
and twill never be able
 to de-
fend my country 
in time of war. 
Charley 
Thompson  
Radio-TV 
senior 
The 
opinions
 in 
letters
 are 
those  of 
the  writers,
 and 
do
 not 
necessarily
 
represent
 those
 of the
 Spartan
 
Daily.
 
TALKMAN
 
If
 
you  could  
be 
anybody else,
 who 
would
 you 
be? 
Asked  in 
front 
of
 the 
business  
classrooms.
 
I'd 
be 
a 
person  
who
 has
 
major  
influence
 
over
 
other  
people,
 
someone
 
who 
can
 
control
 
other
 
persons,
 
make
 
influential
 
decisions
 
for 
them
 
and 
somebody
 
who 
can
 
basically
 
be 
looked up to 
Michael Rogers 
Transportation
 
Management
 
Junior 
There is no one 
I'd 
really rather be. 
Sharon Curths 
Undeclared 
junior 
I think
 I'd 
like 
to
 be 
me
 
Amy  
Peon 
Business
 
senior  
I'm 
always  telling
 people 
to be 
themselves.  I 
think if 
you're 
concerned
 about 
being
 someone 
else, you 
might 
not be 
thinking 
much about yourself. 
Tony 
Kowalishen
 
Industrial
 Technology
 
junior 
I can't name a specific per-
son, bet this is a 
crucial  
time in our country's
 his-
tory. If it would
 be any-
body, it 
would be some-
body with 
political 
influence  to make
 changes 
in the way 
people live now 
and 
what's
 going to 
happen
 
in this country in the
 com 
ing years. 
Christine  Bates 
Secretary 
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A 
with
 
James
 
Harper
 
James Harper. SJSU
 business 
pro-
fessor,
 
served
 as a member 
of the 
school's academic 
senate and various 
committees including 
his present ap-
pointment
 with the Academic 
Fairness 
Committee.  
At 
age 19. 
Harper  also 
distin-
guished
 himself as a 
personal secre-
tary to Gen.
 Douglas 
MacArthur
 during 
America's South 
Pacific campaign,
 
1942-45 and 
for a short while
 during the 
occupation of Japan
 in 1946. 
Spartan Daily 
reporter Dave Ber-
kowitz 
spoke with Harper 
about  his ex-
perience with 
MacArthur  and the days 
after the 
war.
 
Q:
 Were you friendly with
 MacAr-
thur? 
A: No, 
in the military,
 friends are 
one 
thing  and working 
for an officer is 
entirely different.
 You know that 
the 
generals 
are all elderly 
people.
 I don't 
think we had 
a single general who
 was 
under 511, and when you're 
19, 50 seems 
like 
305.
 
They had their own group of 
friends. So 
I would never say we were 
friends, but we knew 
each other. And 
he was always extremely gracious, co-
operative, supportive. 
Q: Did MacArthur really 
feel that 
he was in the public eye? 
A: MacArthur
 always had a view 
that he was creating history,
 he was a 
part of history, he was a part of the dy-
namics 
of history. Where most 
people
 
write about
 history, he felt he was cre-
sling it.
 
Q: Is this what you saw or what 
people
 said? 
A: This is what I saw. I'm only 
speaking 
from
 my own point 
of
 view. 
I'm only reacting
 to how I saw 
it. 
Q: Was he really 
as dramatic as 
that? 
A: 
Well I remember 
when MacAr-
thur
 returned to the
 Philippines. You
 
know  there's 
that famous
 picture 
where he 
walks ashore 
with  pipe in 
mouth 
and cap in hand,
 and it shows the
 
water
 up to his 
knees.  That was 
done  
four
 times. He didn't
 just walk off 
that 
ship. 
You 
see,  it happened there
 was a 
young 
navy
 lieutenant 
on
 the landing 
craft.
 And we were 
going ashore 
and 
doing  it for 
this
 picture, not
 because 
there was 
an enemy 
out there. The
 
enemy
 had already 
been driven 
away.  
We were
 setting up this
 scene for 
the picture
 because 
MacArthur 
had 
said, 
"I
 shall 
return."  
Q: Were you actually
 there? 
A: 
Yes.  I was on the 
ship.  Anyway, 
this 
lieutenant  was 
just a kid. 
He
 was 
somebody
 like Jack 
Kennedy,  just 25 
or 
26.
 
General
 Sutherland 
said, "young 
man, is this deep
 enough or 
should  we 
go out 
more." 
And the 
youngster  said, 
"no,
 this is 
about right. 
I don't think the
 water will 
go above 
his  knees." 
So the 
general marched 
right off 
the ship and the water went up to his 
chin. I thought,
 'wow, what in the hell 
are you 
doing,  trying to drown that gen-
eral?' 
So we pulled him up, went down 
and changed his clothes, and Suther-
land said, "now move this damned 
thing."
 
Of course 
there was strong lan-
guage going on, and I was just petri-
fied. When the general starts swearing, 
somebody's going in the drink.
 You just 
know it. 
Anyway, we did it another
 time, 
and it went 
up
 to his waist. The lieuten-
ant is just embarrassed 
beyond  belief. 
lie 
knows he's going down with his ship. 
We finally got it just below the 
knees on the fourth try,
 and the fourth 
set of 
clothing.
 Generals don't run 
around the war situation in wet old 
rags. 
Q: A secretary normally knows 
more about what's going on in an office 
than anyone else. Did that generaliza-
tion apply to you? 
A: The secretary  usually knows 
more about what is actually 
happening
 
than the person making the final deci-
sions because the person making the 
final decisions has to dictate the 
material to someone. So you have ad-
vance information. 
If you are efficient, and you have 
the personal 
characterisics  including 
being able to keep your mouth shut, 
then you're quite valuable. 
Q: And 
you  leel you had that 
qual-
ity? 
A: 
I still do 
Q: 
Did the general ever 
chastise  or 
get angry with you? 
A: No, but he came 
to my rescue 
once when somebody
 else did. 
There was a youngster who was ill 
and called to ask me if I would take 
over his station. So I said sure, 
because
 
it was 
my off time. 
I 
went
 down and found that some 
body had put a box on this counter. 
I 
saw the box but didn't 
pay any atten-
tion to it. And at 
first, the courier didn't 
say anything about
 it. 
When it came 
midnight,  I went 
home and the 
box  was still sitting there 
When the 
person
 I 
relieved
 came back 
the next 
morning,
 the box was 
still  
there. 
And the 
colonel 
came  
in and balled
 
out that person for 
not  sending the, 
material to 
the U.S. 
It happened
 to be the daily commu-
nique.
 But I didn't know that, 
it
 was 
just sitting there. 
So, of course, 
the youngster 
said  
Jim Harper was here 
taking
 my place. 
This colonel came
 up to me and 
started reading the "riot act," 
MacArthur heard that and he 
walked out and said, "I think
 that will 
be enough colonel, just
 go downstairs 
and 
solve  your problems. If it's too late, 
throw
 it away. If it's not too late, mail 
it. Just go away.-
sh. 
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Widen  
horizon  
with satire
 
Editor 
This 
is a response 
to
 all 
the replies 
to Aaron 
Crowe's 
letter. 
Children.  
children, 
children,  "wake 
up and
 smell the 
coffee" 
yourselves 
so you might
 
"change 
your  
convictions"
 
and eliminate 
your  "nar-
row minded 
thinking." 
take personal
 um-
brage  to the 
opinion 
that
 
Mr. 
Crowe "grow 
up." I 
have lived
 with this indi-
vidual in the 
same dorm 
for almost two years. He 
is 
a most 
mature and 
intelli-
gent 
person,
 with a very 
open mind. I 
can't  under-
stand  how you people 
could  
call his 
obviously  satirical
 
letter 
narrow-minded.
 
If any of you 
six people 
had been 
reading 
Aaron's  
letters in 
reply  to 
the 
spokespersons  
of
 the Wom-
en's 
Center  in 
the
 early 
weeks of the 
semester,  you 
could not
 help but 
figure  it 
out.
 And if any 
of you (es-
pecially our 
"mature"  se-
niors) 
were as 
liberated
 
and
 enlightened 
as
 you like 
to think you 
are, you would 
have 
laughed  a little, 
in-
stead of 
wasting  ink and 
paper. 
You people 
need  a real 
understanding of the 
prob-
lems 
artfully  satirized by 
Mr. Crowe.
 Go to the Wom-
en's Center 
and  they will 
ell you 
why stripping 
cheapens human society. 
Or go and see "Not A Love 
Story" the 
next time it 
comes to Camera One. 
Then maybe you can make 
an educated opinion. 
If 
you refuse to edu-
cate yourselves and widen 
your minds, then you will 
prove my point. To the 
nurses and aero 
majors:  
don't you think that having 
an ignorant attitude will
 
hurt your performance in 
your careers? Careers that 
have lives at stake? 
Anyway, Mr. Crowe 
and I know full well that no 
one likes to feel or be ex-
ploited. But what I want to 
know is where
 your ability 
to laugh at life's ironies so 
you can step back and save 
your objectivity and your 
sanity. Can't  you take a 
joke? 
James 
Vasconcellos  
History 
senior 
Daily  
coverage
 
commendable
 
Editor:
 
As a 
member  
of
 the 
Greek 
system I 
would 
like  
to take 
this time 
to ac-
knowledge  
the 
Spartan  
Daily for
 their 
excellent 
coverage  of 
Greek 
Week.  
Although  this 
thank you 
may 
be
 a bit late
 a com-
mendment
 is still in 
order. 
By 
giving  us 
the
 front page
 
on 
many different 
events, 
it helped 
inform 
other  stu-
dents 
as
 to what 
the greek 
system is 
all about.
 The 
coverage 
that 
was  pro-
vided 
by the 
Spartan
 Daily 
helped 
break  the 
stereo-
type 
that seems 
to plague 
the  Greek 
system. 
This  
year's 
Greek  week 
was a 
success.
 The 
Spartan  
Daily  
provided 
a means 
for  this 
success
 to 
be
 shared
 
throughout
 the San 
Jose 
State
 campus. 
The  Spartan 
Daily 
is an 
excellent
 tool 
which can 
be used to in-
form students
 about the 
events taking 
place on 
campus.
 
Steve 
Spadafore
 
Business  
Management  
freshman
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to the 
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US
 Bus 
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 you 
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FEATURE
 
Researcher
 
goes  ape 
over  
talking  
gorillal
 
Koko 
By 
Ken 
Carlson
 
Behavioral
 
psychologist  Francine  
Patterson
 
sat  
in 
her  ranch house 
living room 
and  said she 
thinks  her 
II 
year -old 
gorilla is beginning
 to discuss its
 dreams. 
Patterson
 wouldn't be surprised if her 
critics  
from 
the 
language  and 
behavioral  
sciences  called 
the
 dream 
story 
preposterous.  
But
 her career 
has centered 
exclu-
sively on 
teaching
 gorillas 
to 
communicate,
 and her 
prized 
student,
 Koko, 
has  
developed
 a reported 
500-sign 
vocabulary
 in 
American
 Sign 
Language.
 
At her 
research  
center,
 located 
high in the
 wet hills 
above 
Woodside.  
Patterson  
said,
 when asked,
 that her 
critics
 know 
little  of her 
research. 
"One 
day  Koko) 
started  saying
 that 'Koko
 bit a dog,' 
" 
Patterson 
said,  recalling 
a recent 
conversation  in 
sign 
language
 between her
 and Koko 
at breakfast.
 "She said 
the dog was 
eating her 
cereal.  Well, 
no
 dog had 
ever
 eaten 
her  cereal 
and
 so the only 
thing I can 
think  of is 
perhaps
 
she dreamt
 it." 
As yet, 
Koko's  dreams
 have only 
pricked 
Patterson's  
curiousity.
 But 
the  daughter 
of a 
professor
 emeritus
 in 
psychology  at 
the
 University 
of Illinois 
said
 she is con-
vinced 
Koko. and 
Michael, her 
9 -year -old 
male gorilla,
 
have learned
 to use signs 
to communicate.
 
Her research
 continues
 in a familial
 way on the 
roll-
ing 
Djerassi  
Ranch,
 accompanied
 by 
long-time
 colleague
 
Ron Cohn 
and 50 
volunteers.  
The gorilla
 family 
purchased  the 
plot in 1979 
after 
Stanford
 University,
 reportedly 
fearing the 
liability of 
housing 
grown  lowland 
gorillas  on 
campus,
 gave them
 the 
nudge. 
Patterson 
thereafter  
became  an 
adjunct  to the 
SJSU 
Anthropology
 
Department.  
The 
family is 
now  being 
abandoned  
by
 the 
National
 
Geographic  
Foundation,  
who  cut 
Patterson's
 grant
 in half 
this year,
 and next 
year  will 
allot
 nothing 
to
 Patterson's
 
non-profit  
organization,  the 
Gorilla 
Foundation,  she 
said. 
The 
bulk  of the 
Gorilla  
Fourdation's
 usual 
$100,000 
annual
 budget 
is funded 
by the 
National  
Geographic  
grant.
 
Sitting 
amid
 a jumble
 of half
-unwrapped  
donated  
computer
 
paraphernalia.
 
Patterson
 said 
she  doesn't 
know  
the limits
 of the 
gorillas'
 language 
and mental 
capacities, 
nor how 
much
 they have
 learned 
after  a 
decade's
 train-
ing.  She's 
three
 years delinquent
 in data 
analysis. 
However  this 
nagging  concern
 doesn't seem 
to daunt 
Patterson's 
jubilance 
toward
 life. 
She seems
 as much 
animal  lover as 
scientist, and 
doesn't have 
to
 say things like, 
"Koko is special,
 she's like 
another  person." 
It's
 clear, Patterson
 loves  Koko. 
The 
gorilla  project is 
the only survivor
 of the ape lan-
guage
 studies which
 shocked the 
scientific  
community
 in 
the late 
1960's and 1970's
 with reports 
that
 lower primates
 
were learning
 to talk with 
their  hands. The 
other  studies 
have fizzled,
 starved of 
financial  
resources.
 
Gorilla 
Foundation  literature 
promotes  Jane 
Good.,,l-
sounding 
ethics
 and goals. 
For  example, 
gorillas  in ,ne 
captivity  and in 
the
 wild should be 
preserved, they 
say, 
because 
the creatures 
"possess  an 
intellectual
 and emo-
tional 
capacity  closely 
allied  to man's... -
For 
Patterson,  the gorillas 
are a lifetime 
commit-
tment.
 The foundation is 
building a trust 
to
 continue care 
should the 
gorillas
 outlive their 
current  providers. 
A go-
rilla 
in captivity has a 
life expectancy 
of between 50 
and  
60 
years.
 
The 
gorillas  live in 
adjoining
 trailers with 
a mutual 
play area 
outside.  Patterson 
normally
 fixes breakfast 
for 
them
 around 8:30. 
She  allows the 
more  talkative 
Koko
 to 
initiate  conversation 
in the morning, or 
sometimes goes 
over 
word lists she wants 
Koko to work with 
that  day. 
The 
animals  are fed snacks 
of fruit. vegetables, 
meats
 and cereals 
about  every two 
hours  totaling up to 
ten pounds
 by bedtime at dark. 
Much of the 
training consists of 
informal  conversa-
tions 
with
 the animals, 
which  are recorded
 in daily di-
aries  after each one
-hour
 session. 
Day to 
day activities 
vary,  Patterson 
said, because 
the gorillas 
tire easily of routine 
drilling. The teachers,
 
some
 of which are deaf,
 are more like 
companions  who 
lead the conversations
 toward the 
gorillas'
 interests, Pat-
terson
 said. 
Other than food,
 Koko likes flowers, 
dolls,  toys, some 
pets, and visitors.
 While Michael. who 
at
 nine is the equiv-
alent of an 
adolescent  boy, is 
destructive
 and especially 
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Francine  
"Penny"
 Patterson
 
likes to 
chip  away at his toilet and 
other things with any 
available tool. His
 favorite role model is a 
tool -toting con-
struction worker at the center. 
Lessons
 to teach Michael
 musical notes often
 end 
when Michael
 smacks his battery 
operated  organ letting 
fly several of the keys.
 
Even so. music is soothing 
to Michael, Patterson said, 
but Koko 
apparently  has more 
sensitive
 ears and detests 
music as well as loud 
noises.  
In addition to sign 
language,
 the staff is attempting to 
teach the gorillas letters and numbers. Koko has 
a per-
sonal reading teache: and trainers 
often tell or read sto-
ries 
to tho gorillas. 
Other times the 
gorillas grudgingly assent to intelli-
gence and language tests, and monthly video
 tape ses-
sions. 
Usually, 
though, the training is more like kinder-
garten than formal education, Patterson said. 
"(Koko's)
 personality
 is that of 'play with
 us,' " she 
said. "For instance we did a routine where
 we tested her 
knowledge of grammar by saying 
'okay,  touch your nose 
after you touch your 
arm.' What she signed in reponse 
was 'Koko,' a sign done on the arm, 
'rotten,'
 a sign done 
on the 
nose."  
"So  she not only got it right, she made it into 
a game." 
In Patterson's view,
 the gorillas' world is more com-
plex than the image of "the beast" once 
assigned  to the 
species. 
She claims they create their own signs for novel
 
objects,  
make
 jokes, have concepts of space and time, 
love, hate and jealousy. 
Koko reportedly understands spoken English 
at
 a 
level approximately
 equivalent to a five -year -old child. 
She rhymes signs as well as English
 words and will do so 
on request  sometimes, Patterson said. 
The gorillas learn up to 10 
new  signs per month, she 
said. Koko scores 
twice chance, or two 
times the 
probable 
score if random guessing 
was used, on visual tests for 
small children, she said. A test, for 
example,
 may present 
a series of pictures and 
ask  "find the ball underneath 
the
 
table." 
Instead of cooperating,
 the gorillas often make jokes
 
or insist on 
giving the wrong answer. 
until
 say, a food re-
ward is procured, according to Patterson. 
Once during Koko's early training, a teacher after a 
session reviewing the 
parts of the body asked Koko the 
meaning of the word "boring." Koko reportedly re-
sponded, 
"Think  eye ear eye nose boring." 
Another time a trainer kept asking Koko the color of a 
white towel Koko was playing with. 
Koko  kept signing 
"red, red..." Finally the teacher said "C'mon Koko, you 
know 
what color it is." 
The smiling gorilla pulled a tiny piece of red lint off 
the towel, held it to the trainer's face and signed "red," 
the story goes. 
The animals also lie when they have to, Patterson 
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Although  during tests these comments 
must. be re-
corded as errors, 
Patterson  maintains in the eace 
of her 
critics' scoffing, 
that the jokes and lies suggest 
something
 
deeper about
 the gorillas knowledge and
 use of the lan-
guage. 
"Lying  shows a rather sophisticated
 use of lan-
guage," Patterson 
said. "It means that they 
have to un-
derstand that what you're
 saying is going to affect your 
perception and
 that that's going to affect the
 outcome for 
them." 
The gorilla's recorded 
expressions generally consist 
of short
 sentences, the comprehension
 of which doesn't 
exactly rest 
securely  with the reader. 
A conversation with 
allegedly  elusive Koko may 
go
 
like this one 
recorded in the daily
 diary for Aug. II,
 1981, 
by research assistant
 Barbara Branchard, 
according  to 
the 
foundation's
 journal. 
Koko: Nut. 
Branchard: 
You  always ask for nuts. 
Koko: 
Candy. 
Branchard: Can't you 
ask for something else you 
never ask for? 
Koko
 rams herself 
against
 the wall. 
Branchard: 
What's  wrong now? 
Koko: 
Mad.  
Branchard:
 Why? What for? Come talk to me. 
Koko 
moves  closer. 
Koko: Nut there 
(pointing to the cupboard 
above 
Branchard's
 head). 
Branchard:
 If there are nuts in there, 
you can have 
them. 
Branchard
 opens the 
cupboard. 
Branchard: I 
don't see any nuts, do 
you?
 
Koko says nothing. 
Branchard  notices a can 
of 
"Mixed Nuts," 
and Koko has no way 
of knowing Bran -
chard recognizes it as 
a toy with a fake snake 
inside that 
pops out. 
Koko: Know. 
Branchard: 
Okay
 you win, you can have 
nuts.  
Branchard
 pretends to open the lid . . . 
Koko ducks. 
Branchard:  Oh, what's wrong, 
Koko? You try to 
scare me?
 Very clever. Come 
here,  we'll have nuts to-
gether. 
Koko: Away there. 
Branchard: 
Here Koko, come on. 
Koko: 
Love  nice away. 
Branchard continued 
to play innocent . . . 
Koko: Away 
nice  love. 
Branchard:
 You look 
troubled,
 why? 
Koko:
 Away. 
Branchard put
 away the 
unopened
 can. 
Koko: 
Away
 nice there. 
On April 22,
 1982 research 
assistant  Barbara
 Hiller 
put some toy 
animals in front
 of Koko. 
Koko:  That me 
devil  head Koko (pointing
 to a go-
rilla).
 
Hiller:  What's 
this gorilla 
going  to do? 
Koko: Me 
gorilla love 
nut. 
Hiller:
 Do tigers 
like nuts? 
Koko: Love 
drink. 
Hiller: 
Okay. I'll give 
this  tiger a drink. 
Koko: Tiger drink 
love. . . gorilla Koko love nut. 
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Hiller: What do deer like? ( She picks 
up a deer 
Koko: That deer teeth Koko bite. 
Hiller: De 
deer
 bite gorillas? 
Koko: Deer. 
Hiller:
 Are they 
rough?  
Koko: 
Do bite 
good.  
On March 
6,1982,
 according to the
 journal,  Koko did a 
sign Hiller didn't
 understand.
 Hiller 
reportedly
 got
 Koko
 
to explain the sign, and "made the mistake of saying
 to 
the gorilla 
'I'm brilliant.'" 
"Think  stupid," 
Koko  signed. 
"You think I'm smart or stupid?" Hiller asked 
"Stupid,"  Koko 
repeated.  
Patterson said some of Koko's
 signs 
are 
functional
 
improvisations
 the gorilla 
created 
to 
encompass
 
inordi-
nate
 
meanings.
 For example, she uses 
"stink
 
(finger
 
and 
thumb  to 
nose)"  for 
flowers, 
perhaps 
because  
Koko  origi-
nally 
experienced flowers
 as a smell. 
She 
also 
uses
 
"foot"
 for 
male, 
"lip" 
for 
females,  
"bird 
(an 
animal  
she  
reportedly  
has 
always  
hated),"  
"devil,"  
"nut" 
and  
"toilet"  
as
 insults,
 and 
"bite" 
and 
"nail" 
as threats.
 Patterson
 said. 
She 
also 
uses 
"hole"
 to explain why 
insects  in her tra-
iler
 no 
longer
 move, 
or why her pet rabbit had to be buried 
outside,
 
Patterson
 
said.  
Once  in a 
while 
Koko
 uses 
"hole" ass
 threat.
 
"It 
scares  me," 
Patterson 
admitted. 
During
 
recreational
 
times, 
Patterson
 and 
Cohn  play
 
chase
 and 
other  games
 with 
Koko and
 Michael.
 On 
good  
sunny 
days,  the 
animals  
play 
outside
 in 
their  caged
 area, 
and 
occassionally
 
Patterson  
takes  
Koko
 for 
long
 romps
 
along the 
sprawling hills.
 
Michael
 is not
 accorded
 this
 privilege.
 As 
a male 
at 
his  age, 
Michael  
is a 
rambunctious
 adolescent
 for 
which 
"a 
leash  would
 be 
meaningless,"
 Patterson
 said. 
Koko
 at 200
 pounds
 has 
reached  
maturity,
 but 
Mi-
chael  who 
is already
 350 
pounds  
could  
exceed
 500 
pounds 
full-grown.  
Patterson  
attributes  
Michael's
 insolence
 to an  
incon-
sistent  
upbringing  
as an 
orphan  
ape.  Cohn 
and 
Patterson  
purchased  
Michael 
in 1975, 
from an 
animal 
dealer in 
Vienna, 
Austria,
 who 
said
 he 
rescued  
the  baby 
gorilla 
after 
natives  in 
Zambia  ate 
its parents,
 Patterson
 said. 
So Michael
 had to 
adjust to 
three sets 
of parents
  his 
natural 
parents, 
the animal
 trader, 
and 
Patterson
 and 
Cohn  by 
age  two. 
Koko is 
not always
 an angel
 herself.
 She has 
on occas-
sion bitten
 Patterson
 and 
assistants.
 A year 
ago  January,
 
diaries
 say, she
 tore an 
assistant's 
dress. The
 following
 
day Koko 
and  Marjorie 
filer talked. 
The 
conversation,
 
Patterson
 said,
 shows 
that  Koko 
remembered  
what 
happened  and 
lied to 
cover  up: 
Iller: 
What  stories
 are people
 saying 
about  you? 
Koko:  Listen 
Koko good 
bad do, 
cheese  want. 
Iller: 
What happened
 to 
Maureen's  dress.
 
Koko. Please
 please good. 
Iller 
gets
 the dress. 
Iller: What 
you call this? 
Koko: Bite, 
Iller: 
That's  a rip. 
Koko: Work 
good.  
Iller: If you call 
that
 work. I call that 
bad  work. 
Koko:
 Bad Koko.
 
Iller: How
 did you feel. 
Koko: Sorry sorry 
please Koko. 
flier: Now 
yoti  sorry . . . 
How  did 
Maureen
 feel? 
Koko:  Maureen good. 
Iller: Tell me 
about  Maureen. 
Koko: 
Maureen  Koko cry 
do do. 
Koko: 
Good Koko. 
Iller: Now you 
are.
 
That language
 abilities 
distinguish 
man from 
other  
animals
 has been
 a common 
belief among 
many philo-
sophical, 
religions, and
 scientific 
schools. The 
theory 
even
 found a 
home  in 
evolutionist
 circles.
 
The ape 
language  studies 
are  significant, 
because  
they 
suggest
 that lower 
primates  possess at 
least some of 
the neurological
 mechanism for 
language  that 
theoreti-
cally 
has  evolved in 
humans.
 The ape 
studies  seem to co-
incide with 
theories  as proposed
 by Anthropologist
 Sue 
Parker. of Sonoma
 State, that language
 in the first homi-
nids was
 manifested in 
hand  signs to 
communicate  the lo-. 
cation and
 nature of food 
during  foraging. 
Still 
skeptics
 cite the lack 
of evidence that 
apes  use 
even rudimentary
 forms of sign 
language
 in the wild, al-
though  research by 
Parker and Jane 
Goodall  claims to 
have 
uncovered  some evidence
 to the contrary in 
observ-
ing chimpanzees
 in captivity and in the 
wild. 
Prospects that 
apes  possess a latent 
ability for lan-
guage 
nearly died when attempts 
in 1965 by Kieth and Ca-
therine Hayes to teach 
Vicki, a chimpanzee, to 
speak, re-
sulted only in 
disappointing  renderings of 
a few words 
such as 
cup,
 but with the 
"u"  left out. 
However, another
 husband and wife team,
 Allan and 
Beatrice Gardner,
 drew an hypothesis
 that great 
apes
 
had a 
linguistic  capacity, but
 it remained latent 
because  
the 
lower  primates' jaw 
and tongue structure
 had not ad-
equately  evolved
 to facilitate 
speech.  
Exploring a different
 channel, the Gardners taught a 
young 
chimpanzee,  Washoe, American
 Sign Language, or 
Ameslan,  an English language 
medium  used by the deaf. 
Reports
 of 
Washoe's
 remarkable success
 in acquiring the 
language
 jolted the network of 
logic  intertwining behav, 
ioral and 
philosophical
 
disciplines,
 
causing 
some to 
chortle and 
some to 
recant.  
As a graduate
 student in psychology
 at Stanford Uni-
versity, 
Patterson  heard a 
lecture  by the 
Gardners  and 
was fascinated. 
She  later seized a 
chance  to work with 
a 
15 -month
-old orphaned female
 gorilla at the San
 Fran-
cisco Zoo, and 
from 
there 
began 
her 
dissertation
 
work she 
called 
"Project  Koko." 
Patterson 
adopted  
the 
Gardners'  
technique
 of 
"moulding"
 the animal's hands into 
sign configurations, 
and applied her 
own 
innovation
 of 
pronouncing
 the words 
in English 
as the sign 
was 
moulded.  
One month into the project,
 Koko pronounced her first
 
word "food" 
( fingers
 placed side -ways in mouth)  in 
re-
sponse to 
repeated 
offers 
of tidbits,
 according to Patter -
son's  book, 
"The 
Education
 of 
Koko."  
Her 
performance
 wrought 
showers  of 
emotional
 
praise and 
plenty 
of food.
 
Within the first two months, 
Koko's 
phrasing  
was
 limited to food requests such  
as;, 
"More 
food,-  
"drink
 there,"  
"more
 drink 
more,"
 
"there  
mouth," and
 "drink 
more
 food more."
 
The 
following
 month, 
Patterson  wrote, 
Koko  began to 
ask 
questions  through
 gestural 
intonations,  for 
example,.  
"cocking her
 head, raising
 her 
eyebrows,
 and 
maintain-
ing 
eye contact 
she  turned 
'there
 food' into 
a question,!'
 
Patterson wrote. 
Koko's  vocabulary
 reportedly
 grew at a 
rate of on  
sign per 
month, 
Patterson
 said. The 
first year and 
a half, 
she 
acquired  22 
signs.
 Koko 
readily  learned
 signs for 
things she
 liked, 
such  as 
"berry"  and
 "swing."
 Whereas
 
she 
took
 months to 
learn  
unappetizing
 
objects
 
such  
as 
"eggs," 
Patterson  said. 
To compare Koko
 with Washoe's
 
unprecedented
 
per-
formance,
 Patterson selected
 the 
Gardner's
 
criteria
 
for 
verifying
 that a sign
 had been 
learned.
 The 
sign
 
had  
to
 
be 
both spontaneous
 and used 
ap
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Scenario: a state of war has been declared between the United States 
and
 the Soviet Union. The Soviets strike their first blow by exploding a nu-
clear bomb in the sky. about 350 miles above Kansas. 
Within minutes, the effects of the explosion are felt throughout the
 
United States. The nation is blanketed in  an almost complete power black-
 out. The records of 
countless  businesses, everything from bills and sales to 
. inventories, are wiped from the memories of the computers. 
Tiie computers that
 automatically set thermostats and regulate heat-
ing in cars are destroyed, leaving the systems they 
control to go haywire. 
With the tiny computers which control heartbeats for pacemakers de-
stroyed, there is a rash of heart failures. 
Industries which rely on robots for their automated plants grind to a 
 
halt as their mechanical workers' 
"brains"  are killed. People can no 
longer fuel their cars at many gas stations because the computers which 
run the pumps are on the fritz. 
All this
 happens without anyone even hearing the explosion. 
Such a scenario is not the usual one 
envisioned  for nuclear war, but it 
is one possible form of nuclear 
attack.
 The phenomenon which would cause 
all the damage is called 
electro-magnetic  pulse (EMP). 
This is a shock wave of electrical energy. With effects
 similar to those 
caused by a lightning 
bolt,  this shock wave can send electrical currents 
through wiring and houses on the ground. As when lightning 
strikes, metal 
 
objects can shock if touched. 
Although EMP can 
affect  all electrical devices, its effects on inte-
grated circuits, the tiny backbones 
of
 modern computers, would be more 
severe than on larger electronic forms. It would take
 100 times less energy 
from an EMP to destroy integrated circuits than it would take to destroy
 
ordinary 
transistors,  and 10,000 times less energy than it would take to de-
stroy vacuum tubes like the ones used in the earliest computers, according 
to Eric J. Lerner, contributing editor of IEEE Spectrum, a technical mag-
azine. 
It would take 100 times less energy than that to erase the memory of an 
integrated
 circuit -based computer, he wrote in "Electro-magnetic pulses: 
a potential crippler," which appeared in May, 1981. 
While it would wreak so much havoc upon integrated circuits. EMP 
would be harmless to people, Lerner wrote. The electrical
 wave would 
pass harmlessly through their bodies unless they happen to be touching 
metal. 
If the computer experts are to be believed, integrated 
circuits
 will be-
EMP
 
spells
 
computer
 
death
 
come an even 
bigger part 
of
 the United 
States' society 
in the future 
than 
they
 are now. 
With  this greater
 dependence 
on integrated 
circuits, the 
vul-
nurability 
of
 the U.S. to 
EMP will 
also
 become 
greater.  
Every time 
computer 
experts
 make the 
integrated 
circuit
 a little 
smaller,
 it becomes a 
little  more efficient,
 and it is economical
 for use ins 
wider
 variety of things,
 according to 
Udo  Strasilla, a 
professor  of electri-
cal engineering at SJSU. 
"There  is still 
potential  ( for 
making  them smaller),"
 he said. 
Even 
without
 technological
 advance, new 
uses can still 
be found for 
the 
integrated circuits
 now being built. 
Strasilla believes 
that  one day peo-
ple
 may do their 
banking  through a 
modern product 
made  possible by 
the 
integrated circuit,
 the home computer.
 
Larry 
Brown,  store 
manager
 for a 
Service
 Merchandise 
Company 
store, agrees. 
"Anything that
 has to do with 
creativity  is within 
the  general range of
 
home
 
computers  ) ," he said.  
As 
the use of, and 
dependence  on, 
integrated  circuits 
expands
 into 
more areas of 
American  life, vulnurability
 to EMP will also 
grow.  
Nuclear  physicist 
Edward
 Teller, writing 
for the October 1982 
issue of 
IEEE Spectrum,
 expressed 
concern
 that unless people get 
more  
informa-
tion 
about  EMP and how 
to
 combat it, "the 
civilian  economy faces
 the 
prospect of 
grinding  to a halt in a 
nuclear encounter."
 Teller was espe-
cially concerned for electronic
 computers. 
Because the
 military is taking
 measures to 
protect
 its electronics
 from 
EMP, it should be 
less
 vulnurable than 
commercial  electronics.
 Teller's 
concern
 was primarily for the 
commercial  sector. 
"In the event of 
heavy  EMP radiation,"
 he wrote, "I 
suspect
 it would 
be easier 
to enumerate the 
apparatus
 that would continue
 to function than 
the apparatus that would stop." 
EMP can 
destroy  an integrated 
circuit by burning out
 the place where 
it 
enters  the device, 
according
 to Dave Meyers, 
an
 electrical engineer 
who  
is research and 
quality  assistance manager
 for Fairchild Camera
 and In-
strument Corporation. 
Causing a surge of 
electrical  current, EMP sends too big a current 
through
 too small a space, causing that 
space to overheat and melt. Elec-
trical messages can
 then no longer be sent 
through
 the melted area, said 
Murray Wood, an electrical 
engineer  who is manager of the 
product
 relia-
bility 
division at Intel Corporation. Unless
 these messages can be routed 
around
 the melted area, the 
circuit  is useless. 
There  is no way to redesign an 
integrated
 circuit tit prevent this kind of 
damage. Myers said. 
To prevent such damage, he said, 
the electrical 
surge 
must be kept from reaching the 
device.
 The wiring that leads to the 
integrated circuit must be 
kept  from picking up  the surge. 
One 
way  to do this is to put some 
kind
 of shielding on these wires. 
Myers 
said, and another is to use fiber
 optics instead of wiring. 
Fiber optics, 
strands  of glass through which light 
signals  relay mes-
sages,
 are being installed by the Bell 
System  into phone lines in their na-
tional communications 
network, according to John Rysemus,
 a coordina-
tor for emergency
 situations at Bell. Although
 the glass strands do not 
conduct
 electricity, and thus do not pick up 
EMP,
 he said the main reason 
Bell is installing fiber optics
 is that more messages can 
be
 sent through a 
smaller space
 with it than with 
copper
 wiring. 
Rysemus said 
he doubts an EMP attack 
could  shut down the national
 
communications system 
for long, even though Bell 
now uses integrated 
circuits 
widely. 
"That's
 my opinion." he said. "You can
 call it an educated guess." 
He cautioned
 that his, or anyone's, 
holocaust predictions are
 mere 
speculation. 
Rysemus  said Bell has 
protective
 measures against EMP, 
but said he 
was not at liberty 
to
 detail what those measures
 are or how effective they 
might
 be. 
Unlike more 
conventional  effects of a 
nuclear
 explosion, blast and 
ra-
EMI' 
%%mild  not 
(resin)) structures.
 arid  inould probably 
not 
kill  
many people.
 The blast and radiation of a conventional nuclear attack 
could destroy whole cities and 
kill
 most of the people in those cities. 
Bell has plans for getting the lines working after damages caused by a 
conventional nuclear 
attack.
 Rysemus
 said Bell's 
plans  are
 not
 
specif-
ically for nuclear war, but that plans for disasters such as earthquakes and 
floods could 
be 
applied
 to some destruction
 
following
 
a nuclear attack. 
PG&E also has no specific preparations for a nuclear war, or for ari, 
large disaster, such as an earthquake or a flood. said Linda Criner,  dime 
tor of 
public
 activities for PG&E. 
She 
said
 the utility 
has no 
responsiblility for
 providing service after
 
such a major disaster. 
The utility would try to restore 
power  using normal repair services. 
she said. 
The problem that exists after a nuclear attack which does not exist 
after other disasters is that there is radiation in the form of fallout floating 
around, said Carol Sisemore, staff technician for the San Jose office of 
emergency services. Where there is deadly fallout floating around, it is dif-
ficult to persuade crews to leave fallout shelters to fix the phone and power 
lines, she  said. 
The radiation from conventional 
nuclear  attack also has specific ef-
fects on integrated circuits. 
In an article which appeared in the Journal of Semiconductor Pro-
gress, a Fairchild magazine, Myers said no environment to which inte-
grated circuits are exposed is more demanding than are certain military 
and space environments in which radiation is found. 
From a single explosion, there are several different kinds of radiation. 
which 
cause different kinds of effects on integrated circuits. 
One kind of radiation is called steady-state ionizing radiation, or what
 
engineers call "the total 
dose." If enough of it hits the integrated circuit, it 
can damage the insulation which protects the electrical
 messages of the in-
tegrated 
circuit,
 according to Wood. Because integrated circuits are get-
ting smaller, their insulation is getting thinner, he said, and 
this  kind of 
damage is 
becoming
 less of a problem. Radiation particles are more likely 
to pass through the atoms of the insulation without hitting any of them. 
Another kind of radiation, the transient dose rate ( essentially the flash 
of light that comes with a nuclear explosion), causes two 
kinds of effects, 
Myers said. 
One is what engineers called "latch -up," which is a higher energy cur-
rent than the integrated circuit is 
designed to withstand. Once this high 
current gets 
into
 the integrated circuit, the device will wear itself out 
quickly unless it is turned off. 
The other effect is loss of memory, which
 is the destruction of the in-
formation  on the computer memory of the integrated circuit. 
Both these effects can also be caused by EMP. Myers said. 
Although technology
 exists which can combat "latch -up," it would not 
be able to resist the barrage of radiation which would come with a nuclear 
flash, 
he said. 
Another kind of radiation, neutron radiation. causes permanent 
changes in the structure of the integrated circuit's silicon crystal itself, 
messing up the device's ability to send proper electrical
 messages, Myers 
said. Nothing except expensive shielding can prevent this kind of damage. 
he said. 
These conventional radiation effects, however, can also kill people, 
probably faster than they can destroy integrated circuits, Myers said. 
Carol Sisemore said fallout shelters can now accomodate only about 25 
percent of San Jose's population. 
EMP effects, however, could destroy integrated circuits throughout 
the country, perhaps without harming a soul. Because creating 
the effect 
involves the use of relatively few nuclear weapons, it could be repeated 
several times over a long period. People would be alive, but their electro-
nic gadgets would be dead, and the things depending on those gadgets 
would be thrown into disarray. 
Leading
 scholars leveled 
a broadside of critical
 
essays against the ape 
language 
studies...  
Continued  nom 
pop 4 
propriatelv on 14 
consecutive days. 
As
 Koko's 
vocabulary  
increased,
 signing 
became  a 
part of the 
gorilla's 
life. Her 
vocabulary  
grew  from 
78 
signs 
after 39 
months,  to 
more  than 
100
 by 48 
months.
 
Patterson
 at first 
hoped  to 
build  a wide 
vocabulary
 
base
 in Koko 
and  Michael 
from which 
to explore 
their in-
tellect. 
"There
 was a 
point  
between
 2 -and -a
-half  and 4
-and
-
a -half ) at 
which  her 
word
 learning 
just 
skyrocketed,"
 
Patterson  said 
of Koko. "I 
found that 
kids between
 two 
and 
four do the 
same  thing. 
They  learn 
exponentially  
and
 
then 
level  off again." 
Koko 
however, was 
no match for
 the normal 
child 
who
 learns as 
many
 as 600 words 
per year between
 ages 
two and 
six.
 Comparisons
 with signing 
children prove 
in-
conclusive  because 
of insufficient 
data on deaf 
children's  
rate of sign acquisition. 
Also vague
 are comparisons
 between 
signers
 and nor-
mal
 communicators.
 Signers develop
 a system of 
ges-
tures, 
pantomime,  and 
facial
 expressions 
to
 add to their 
vocabulary 
and  to abbreviate the 
signing  process. A 
fluent
 signer is functional 
with a 500 to 1000 word 
reper-
toire, and may
 only use that many 
signs  even if his vocab-
ulary 
is
 larger. 
Koko's 
repertoire  by age four -and -three 
months con-
sisted of 
a variety of nouns, a few
 verbs and a few adjec-
tives. Modal 
words  such as "have," 
"can,"
 "might," and 
"will" 
were more difficult to 
teach, but this is true 
among 
young human 
signers  as well, 
Patterson  said. 
" As Koko's 
training  progressed, her 
sentences became 
more  sophisticated, from 
a simple "up" in 
1972,  to 
"Tickle 
me
 Penny," in 1974,
 "Stamp eat 
Koko
 taste ( ref-
ering 
to
 a postage stamp),"
 in 1977 and "love 
eat nut 
cracker 
sandwich,"  (for crackers
 with peanut butter 
and 
jam), in 1978. 
 Success with 
Project
 Koko brought rapid 
changes  in 
not 
only  the lives of the 
gorillas,
 but the life of Patterson.
 
In 
1974,  the project moved to 
Stanford to avoid the 
crowds at the zoo. Still
 Koko was under the 
custody  of the 
San Francisco Zoo until 
a replacement for her 
could  be 
provided.
 A trade involving 
Koko and another 
female
 go-
rilla 
failed
 when 
the latter
 died after arrival
 from Eu-
rope. 
The ill-fated 
gorilla was purchased
 along with Mi-
chael for 
$28,000,  according to 
Patterson.  With the 
death 
of the new female, 
it
 seemed inevitable that 
Koko return 
to the 
zoo,  a move Patterson 
thought  could exact fatal
 
shock on the animal. 
! However, the Bay Area 
press publicized Koko's plight
 
and a campaign
 to "Save Koko," 
started
 and spread na-
tionwide. 
Enough donations 
for Koko "the signing
 gorilla," 
flbwed in and Patterson and
 Cohn became official guardi-
ans.
 The Gorilla Foundation 
was christened. 
' Citations in scientific journals,
 as well as an ap 
pearance
 on the Tonight Show 
followed. Patterson also
 
appeared  in an article in National 
Geographic,  an exam-
ple,  one critic sniffed, of 
that magazine's taste for 
"beauty and 
the beast" dramas. 
 In their sanctuary
 at Stanford. Koko and
 Michael be-
came
 close companions 
and learned to sign to 
each other, 
, 
Patterson
 
said.  
In the 
late
 1970s, leading 
intellectuals
 delivered a 
broadside
 of critical essays
 against these ape 
studies so 
endeared by the
 popular press. The 
critics  jousted that 
the 
language
 taught to the 
chimps  and gorillas was 
in-
comparable  to that of humans, and rather more 
compara-
ble to 
sophisticated
 forms of circus mimickry,
 imbedded 
purposely  or not, through a 
system  of food and social re-
wards.  
The apes, 
many  felt, were 
socialized  in 
family
 set-
tings in which the
 mere performing 
of hand signals was 
expected
 and won the 
apes
 affection. The 
most  insulting 
criticism compared
 the primate 
researchers to 
Wilhelm  
v. Osten,
 a school teacher
 and owner of 
Clever
 Hans, the 
remarkable  math whiz horse. 
Around  the turn of the 
century, Clever Hans
 for a 
time astounded
 witnesses by solving
 complex mathemati-
cal 
equations with 
dead -eye accuracy.
 The horse 
was  
given
 a math problem,
 and he then 
methodically  stamped
 
out the 
correct  number 
with  his hoof. 
Theories were 
advanced that 
horses, all this 
time, 
had 
possessed  keen 
mathematical  minds.
 The theory was 
unraveled, 
however,  when it 
was  discovered 
that
 the 
horse's 
ability diminished
 considerably the
 further the 
distance between
 he and the proctor. 
It 
turned  out the horse 
actually had a 
knack  for de-
tecting  subtle 
cues,
 or inadvertant
 muscle reactions,
 
made by the 
tester
 when the horse 
neared the answer.
 
Apes,
 historically adept
 at imitating 
humans  for cir-
cus  acts, could 
feign
 signs with the 
same ability as 
Clever  
Hans, the
 critics felt. 
Embarrassingly,  
Patterson  was 
cited  for cuing Koko 
in a photograph 
in
 the National 
Geo-
graphic
 article. 
Thomas  Sebeok, 
a language giant
 from 
the 
University  of Indiana, 
was flabbergasted 
about a pho-
tograph  which 
showed  Koko 
signing
 teeth ( finger
 to front 
of 
teeth). In the picture,
 Patterson sat 
across  from Koko 
holding 
a picturebook 
opened  to a drawing 
of a baby 
chimp. 
Patterson's  index 
finger
 was touching 
the chimp's 
teeth. 
Sebeok  further 
charged  that 
Patterson's  natural 
ebul-
lience with Koko 
and  anyone else, 
produced  the optimum
 
conditions for Clever 
Hans
-type cuing. 
The controversy
 also catalyzed
 dialogue on 
the defi-
nition  of language, 
and  enlisted 
monumental
 linguist and 
philosopher
 Noam Chomsky, 
whose  universal 
grammar
 
theory had gone 
virtually  unchallenged 
since  the 1950s. 
Chomsky reiterated 
that language achieved
 maturity 
in the use of 
grammatical devices 
universal to human 
lan-
guages. 
These devices 
"allow  us to denote 
previously un-
examined 
or newly imaginined 
objects,"  he wrote. 
The
 language systems
 taught to apes, 
he continued, 
were finite in 
principal, "With 
no significant notion
 of 
phrase,
 and no recursive 
rules  of embedding," 
that
 is. 
when two sentences are 
combined  into one. 
Humans
 differed from the apes,
 in that they initiated 
story telling, requested
 information to increase
 under-
standing,
 expressed opinion,
 wish, and monologized
 from 
an early 
age, he challenged. 
Another scholar, 
H. Hediger, professor
 emeritus of 
the University of Zurich, 
visited many of the research
 lo-
cations
 to discover first 
hand
 what was going on 
in the 
studies. 
His visit to Woodside 
reinforced to Patterson
 her 
contention  that the critics "don't have 
any  idea 
of 
what's 
going on in the 
experiments,  nor do they 
want one." 
During the visit,
 Koko asked the 
distinguished  profes-
sor if the polka 
dots
 on his tie were red
 flowers, Patterson
 
said.  Patterson translated the 
phrase to him. 
"He did 
not  
respond  to her or 
me,"  
Patterson
 
said. 
"He 
acted  as though I 
had
 said nothing." 
"He brought
 a psychologist
 with him who 
went in with 
Koko, and Koko
 did all her body
 parts, and she 
( the psy-
chologist) said, 
'God,  she knows her 
body parts,' so 
He
-
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diger  goes, 'Well, Dr. 
Patterson
 was in there with you
 and 
she could 
have
 been cuing her." 
While Patterson 
admits  that cuing is 
possible,
 in her 
close 
interactions  with the 
gorillas,  she maintains 
that  
gestural 
responsiveness
 is simply a 
part  of communica-
tion. 
"People who 
talk with each 
other  use facial ges-
tures," 
she instisted."And a 
good
 deal of information is 
conveyed  not from 
words."  
Furthermore,  
she  said, 
Koko's
 conversation
 is sophis-
ticated
 enough 
to rule out
 cuing. 
"There's 
all sorts of 
controls,"  
Patterson  said.
 "Koko 
talks to 
herself. 
Koko
 talks to 
Michael . . 
. She talks 
to 
people
 who are 
total strangers
 and don't
 know sign
 lan-
guage. She 
talks  to her 
dolls.  She 
initiates
 
conversations.
 
She asks
 questions.
 She corrects
 us. 
"The typical
 question 
in
 our battery
 of questions
 are 
things like, 
'Where's 
your
 eye?' or 
'Who's that?' 
Who's 
good?' What's good?'  
questions she's never answered 
before. She 
comes  up with a logical answer.
 She says 'hug 
is good,"love is good.' " 
Still the question of grammar 
and  word order remain 
unanswered and 
perhaps  inextricably tangled in the
 con-
troversy
 of whether Ameslan 
contains  essential compo-
nents of 
language. 
According to Branchard, 
a sign language expert at 
the 
Gorilla  Foundation, a normal deaf 
person's account of 
a dog being struck by a 
car may be translated: 
Upset sad me why? Dog car hit. Hos-
pital there. Me drive fast, finish arrive. 
Doctor
 say sorry sorry. Dog finish dead. 
Patterson devised a test 
to show that Koko at least un-
derstands the 
concept  of word order. The test, which Pat-
terson 
said
 Koko  passes, asks for example, to 
touch  your 
nose
 after you touch your shoulder. 
She also conducts tests in which Koko is asked
 to iden-
tify an object she's never seen before. Koko has 
called  the 
bald spot on a visitor's 
head a "head hole," and a bread 
stick  "rock bone." Michael called the bread stick a 
"tree."
 
"Sign language is a simultaneous language in many 
respects," Patterson said, and added that signs are com-
bined with gesture to build meaning. 
For example, the degrees of the rebuke "bad. ( hand 
drawn down front of face)" is accentuated by how vigor-
ously it is displayed.
 
"It's not what Chomsky would 
call
 grammar because 
it's not linear," she said, "but 
it is grammar, because it is 
adding meaning and it's a creative use
 of language. The 
most important thing 
that  language is, is that it's used
 
creatively to communicate 
ideas, and that is what they 
( the gorillas) do." 
Abandoning Ameslan may be the ultimate
 solution. 
The foundation hopes to acquire a computer consol that 
would teach Koko to read and construct sentences in 
En-
glish. 
toils 
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The 
consol  would have 
sensors
 connected to 
symbols
 
so if the symbol
 for apple is 
touched,  a voice 
synthesizer  
would  say 
"apple"
 as well as 
spell  "apple" on 
the screen. 
Once  the 
gorilla
 learns enough
 symbols, 
it
 could be 
taught 
to construct 
sentences  through
 a rewards 
system.
 
The staff is 
also  trying to 
get  the gorillas 
to mate. If 
successful.
 Koko 
would  be left 
alone  to teach 
her baby 
sign language. 
Washoe, 
was  reportedly 
successful  in 
teaching  an 
adopted 
baby
 chimpanzee,
 20 signs within
 three years. 
Washoe, 
possibly the 
most  notorious 
of the signing 
apes,  is no longer 
with  the Gardners
 but under the 
care  of 
behaviorist  
Roger
 Fouts in 
Washington.  
 
    *Visitors to 
the Gorilla 
Foundation
 are limited 
because
 of the threat
 to the gorillas
 of contagious
 disease, 
Patterson 
said.  Once at 
Stanford  a group of 
students cu-
riously 
gathered  around 
the gorillas. 
whom  Patterson
 had 
taken out of 
their  confines. 
Patterson  said the 
gorillas contracted
 the worst 
case
 
of 
influenza.  
In 
a rainstorm, a 
photographer 
and I took the 
winding 
drive to the 
ranch. Because
 of the 
rainstorm
 the 
gorillas
 
were 
inside. 
We were 
allowed
 to visit 
with  Koko at a 
sliding glass 
window 
to her trailer.
 We could only 
here Michael 
thump-
ing 
about in 
his room.
 
On the other
 side of a 
chain  link fence
 protecting 
the 
window  
from  the 
inside, 
Koko 
was  in 
session  
with  an 
as-
sistant
 who 
was 
reading  a 
book to 
her. 
Showing  
her re-
ported 
hospitality
 for 
visitors,  
Koko 
diplayed  
the  sign 
the 
gorilla  
allegedly  
created  
for 
visitor
 (hands
 on 
shoulders)
 
and 
slid  over 
to the 
glass  in 
front  of 
us.  
After
 several
 
uninitiated
 
signs  
from
 Koko,
 she 
opened
 
her
 mouth 
and 
pointed  
to
 her 
rear  
molars.  
Patterson
 
seemed 
very 
enthused  
to
 talk 
with  
Koko
 again,
 and 
inter-
preted
 that
 Koko 
was  
asking
 the 
photographer
 if 
he
 had 
gold
 in 
his  
teeth.
 One 
of
 Koko's
 friends
 has 
gold in 
her 
teeth, 
she said. 
The 
charmed  
photographer
 
played 
along 
and  
opened
 
his 
mouth  
wide
 . . 
Koko  
then
 asked 
what 
her  
visitor
 had 
brought 
her in 
his 
equipment
 
bag,  and 
then 
asked  for 
flowers,
 
Patterson  
translated.
 
Koko,
 I 
recall,
 
returned
 
to 
her teacher
 and again to 
the 
window,
 all 
the 
while  her 
gesticulations
 
were  
steady,
 
spontaneous,
 and 
required  
no 
prompting.
 
Patterson
 found 
a frog 
on the 
porch and
 Koko 
cu-
riously
 stretched
 her 
nose 
through
 the 
links in 
the fence
 to 
see 
the 
frog.  
Later  
Koko
 pointed
 outside 
in the 
direction  
we came,
 
went
 to her
 shoulders,
 
pointed
 to 
her  
wrist.
 Oh. 
Patterson  
acknowledged
 
appologetically,
 she's
 saying
 its time
 for 
the visitors
 logo.
 
That 
was the 
end of the
 visit. 
Happily 
insulted,
 we 
col-
lected 
our 
things  to 
leave 
and  said 
goodbye.
 
Somewhere
 nearby,
 I 
suppose,  
a bird 
flittered 
and 
chirped.
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SPORTS
 
SJSU
 
graduate,
 
husband
 
thrive
 
on 
a 
racing
 
career spent
 
in 
fast
 
lane 
By 
Diane  
Murphy
 
Marta Leonard
 graduated trout
 SJSLiii 
December
 
of 1974 
with hopes of landing an 
elementary  
school
 teaching job.
 Today, she 
has hopes
 of making 
the top ten at 
Sears  Point 
Raceway
 
June
 5. 
With a 3.000
-pound, 600
-horsepower  
Pontiac  
Firebird
 Trans 
Am, she 
*ill be 
competing
 
against
 raceway 
veterans  Paul 
Newman. 
Doc  Bundy, 
Elliot
 Forbes -Robinson
 
and  
Greg
 
Pickett,  
Leonard, 32. has 
competed in some 
60
 
races 
and 
has 
won  three championships. In 
1980:
 
she 
claimed
 the Sports Car Club of 
America,  
Northern
 Pacific 
Divisional  GT-3 
championship.
 
The 
following year. she 
won 
the GT-3 Pacific 
Coast  Road Racing 
cham-
pionship
 and last year, 
drove away with the
 
Super 
Production  Solo One 
championship  in 
her Trans Am. 
Since 1979, she has 
been 
among 
the top
 three drivers in 20 of 27 races. 
The road from 
elementary  school teacher 
to race
 
cardriver
 
began  
when 
Marta moved to 
Santa Rosa 
in search of a teaching job. There
 
weren't many openings 
because  it was mid-
year. and 
she ended up waitressing in a 
Lyons  
restaurant. There
 she met her future 
husband. Robert  Leonard, an auto race 
car 
mechanic.  
Leonard asked her to join him 
down in 
Holtville "ten 
miles  from the end of the 
earth, 
dusty, dirty, sandy" for a racing 
competition.  
-It was out in the middle of the desert and 
they were racing 
on an old concrete airstrip," 
Marta recalled. "It took 
14 hours to drive 
there and then we had to 
wait  inside two hours 
because 
of
 a big dust storm."
 
After it 
was  over, Leonard told her future 
husband that she 
was bored. He suggested she
 
get involved in some 
way. 
"So." Leonard said, 
"I told him I wanted 
to drive." 
He didn't even flinch, but
 Leonard 
was
 surprised to 
hear  the words 
pop out of her 
mouth. "I 
really wanted
 to try it, 
but I was 
nervous
 at the same time." 
Leonard  began
 by racing 
her husband's
 
Austin Healey 
Bug -Eyed 
Sprite,  
switched  to a 
Toyota Corolla,
 then to a 
Datsun  B-210 
and 
finally 
graduated  to the 
Trans  Am. 
Although  she 
would like 
to race 
full
 time, 
she spends
 most of 
her time 
teaching  at 
the
 
Fairfield 
Adult 
School  in 
Fairfield,  
Califor-
nia. It is 
just
 one her 
loves.  Her 
other,  
racing,
 
is a business, she said. 
"It  
takes  so 
long
 to make
 it pay," 
she 
explained.  
''In
 tennis 
or
 golf you 
have  to 
play
 
and 
practice  a 
long  time 
before  you 
get to the 
pro circuit.
 It's about
 the same 
in racing. 
You 
have to 
prepare  
yourself,  
your
 crew, 
your  
car,  there
 have to be 
skills and 
a winning 
atmosphere."
 
So for now, teaching helps 
keep a roof 
over her head, although she would like to 
spend most of her time racing. The money in 
racing, 
Marta  said, comes from doing 
promotional 
work
 and advertising. 
"It takes a long time to get to the point 
where you are making money, and by then 
you 
are  getting old," she said. "You need to 
get in and get out while you're doing well. You 
want to make
 a name for yourself so you can 
make money doing endorsements after it's all 
over."
 
Marta said she is not in the public eye yet 
so she has 
not yet gained a sponsor. The sport 
costs about $1,500 per 
race
 for fuel, tires and 
miry fees.
 The car itself cost 
about  $20,000. 
Winning a championship 
may mean $8,000 or 
more.  
To Marta, being a woman 
is neither a 
handicap nor an 
asset,  although she frankly 
admits
 she will "flaunt the fact" if 
it seems 
advantagious  for getting 
her  press. 
on 
tieing
 a 
woman  
in
 racing 
corn
-
petitions, she said, 
"I don't run powderpuff. 
We're just one big hodge-podge when it comes 
to racing." 
Nonetheless, of the 150 Trans
 Am com-
petitors, only two are 
women.  Only 10 percent 
of all racers are women, according to 
Leonard. because "the opportunities are just 
not there. 
"Cars are something that women just 
aren't around. Men grow up working on 
cars," she 
said. 
Leonard 
said she has never had any 
problems with her male counterparts. She 
said, however, some
 have admitted to trying 
harder  once they knew she was ahead 
of them 
in a race. 
"I've 
always  liked competition," Leonard 
said, explaining 
why  she drives. 
'It's difficult to explain the 
rest
 of it," she 
said. 
"It's 
like being on a roller coaster. I don't 
know what people would say if you asked 
them why they like a roller coaster ride, but 
the feeling is the same in a race car. Only you 
have control over it." 
Speeding around the track at 180 miles 
per hour doesn't
 strike Leonard as being 
dangerous. "I think living can be a hazard if 
you look at it that way," she said. 
"I don't feel it's any more hazardous than 
any other sport with the 
safety
 devices we 
now have." Leonard cited improved 
engineering 
design  of the chassis, roll cages 
and the racing apparel. 
Taking on a full time series and the 
Trans 
Am pro event is Leonard's goal. With her 
husband
 still working on her vehicle, and a 
seasoned crew, she has hopes of entering
 six 
west coast races this year and placing in the 
top 
ten in each. 
"I'm very happy with
 my past," she said, 
"but I can't wait to see 
this year if I race " 
Strawberry  
hopes
 to 
grow 
in New York 
By Dave Goldberg 
AP 
Sports  Writer 
The  parallels are 
striking. 
Heralded 
minor leaguer 
joins struggling
 New York 
team, 
ballyhooed  as 
superstar  and 
is blown away  by
 
major  league 
pitching.  
Darryl 
Strawberry,  meet Willie
 Mays. 
"As soon as he gets 
out  of New York and relaxes
 a bit . 
I think he'll 
do fine." Willie 
Mays
 said Monday of 
Darryl  
Strawberry, career
 major league 
average
 .125. "He's try-
ing so 
hard to live up to 
what they're saying
 about him 
that he's putting
 pressure on 
himself."
 
Strawberry came 
to New York Friday 
night - Mays' 
52nd birthday, by 
the way - wearing the mantle
 of savior 
fora team that
 started the season
 6-15. 
He promptly went 0-for
-11  - striking out eight times 
- before 
driving
 in a run Sunday
 with an opposite 
field 
single in the 
Mets'  10-5 win over Cincinnati
 Playing on the 
road for
 the first time. Strawberry
 went 1-4 against the
 
Houston  Astros Monday 
night, hitting a double.
 but also 
striking  out two 
more times. 
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Let's go back 32 years, to 
May,  1951. Willie Mays, hit-
ting .477 at 
Minneapolis,  joins a New 
York Giant team 
that opened the season 
by losing 11 games in the 
first two 
weeks. 
He goes 04or-12, hits a 
home
 run off Warren 
Spahn. then goes 0-for -14 and
 tells Manager Leo Durocher
 
that he 
can't hack it, to send him 
back down. 
"Leo 
just told me, 'you're my 
centerfielder,"
 says 
Mays. "You'll be out there 
every  day. Just relax and 
have fun." 
Mays went on to finish the 
season
 hitting .274 with 20 
home runs, and was named the _National League's Rookie 
of the 
Year.  He was in the on -deck circle when Bobby 
Thomson hit his famous playoff home run to win the pen-
nant.  
Nobody is expecting a pennant for Darryl 
Strawberry  
this year. It's enough
 that his presence seemed to wake up 
the Mets, who 
took
 two of three from the Reds. But the 
pressure of succeeding in New York remains. The 11 
o'clock news last weekend was a 
montage  of videotape re-
plays of 
Strawberry strikeouts, mixed in with one loud 
foul ball. 
CentralYMCACamp
 
Leaders
 
Volunteer  and Honorarium
 
Day,
 
Travel
 
and
 
Resident
 
Camps.
 
Summer
 
Positions
 
Available
 --
1 to 11
 
weeks.
 
call
 2 9 8 - 
1 7 1 7 . 
WE'LL PAY YOU TO 
GET 
INTO
 
SHAPE  THIS 
SUMMER.
 
Military Science
 15 
"Basic
 Practicum
 In 
Leadership
 and 
Management"  
4 
SJSU Elective 
Units  (CR/NC) 
If you have
 at least 
two years 
of
 college left, 
you can 
spend  six weeks
 at 
our Army 
ROTC
 Basic 
Camp this summer
 and earn 
approximately $600. 
And if you
 qualify, you 
can enter
 the ROTC 2 -
Year Program this fall 
and  
receive up to $1,000 a year. 
But the big payoff 
happens
 on graduation day. 
That's when you receive
 
an officer's commission. 
So get your body in 
shape (not to mention your 
bank account).
  
Enroll in Army  ROTC,
 
For more information, 
contact
 your Professor of 
Military Science. 
ARMY 
ROTC.  
BE ALLYOU 
CAN BE. 
At San 
Jose
 State 
See Captain
 Froberg
 
Room
 310, 
MacQuarrie  
Hall 
Or
 C.sll 
277-2985  
Marta 
Leonard
 
...hopes to 
make  Sears
 
Point  top ten 
Virgin
 
Killers
 I dominate
 
'Superstars'  
By 
Samuel  White 
The 
"Superstars  
Competition"
 
came to SJSU
 last weekend. 
No,
 not the one
 where 
Howard
 
Cosell  gets 
to
 exercise 
his leather 
tongue
 in front 
of an ABC 
camera. 
As a matter
 of fact, no 
television 
cameras
 were 
present.  
The 
competition
 was a three-
day event sponsored by 
the Leisure 
Services 
department  at SJSU.
 
Patterned after 
the television show 
of the 
same name, contestants
 
competed in 
various
 sports for the 
overall
 "Superstars" cham-
pionship. Prizes 
consisted  of 
Associated
 Students T-shirts. 
Four -member teams 
and  
singles
 
competition  
made  up 
the 
event,  held
 Friday.
 
Saturday
 
and  
Sunday  at 
south 
campus 
and the 
Student 
Union 
games 
area. 
SJSU  
students  
were  the 
contestants.
 
Sports 
included 
in the 
com-
petition 
were 
bowling,  
tug -o -war,
 
war  ball,
 long 
jump,  
bicycle  
races,  
swimming,
 
basketball
 free 
throws,
 
100 -yard
 dash,
 440
-yard 
relay, 
softball  
toss,  
weightlifting
 and a 
two-mile
 
run.
 
Competing 
in the team 
division  
events 
were
 the Virgin 
Killers I, 
the 
Virgin
 Killers II 
and Athletes 
West. 
Entrants in 
the singles 
division were 
Chris  Clark, Patty
 
McGuire, 
Pat  Resche, Ann 
Roth
 
and Rob Robbins.
 Interestingly, all 
the  contestants live in 
Joe  West 
Hall 
dormitory  on the 
SJSU 
campus. 
The Virgin Killers I dominated 
the competition as they won the 
tug -o-war, long 
jump,  440-yard 
relay and softball toss. Athletes 
West won the 
bicycle
 race and the 
swimming competition, while the 
Virgin Killers It won the bowling 
and weightlifting events. Singles 
titles went to Chris Clark
 for - 
warball and basketball free 
throws, Patty McGuire for free 
throws, Pat 
Resche  for the 100-
yadd fash, Ann roth for the ION" 
yard dash, and Rob Robbins for his 
win in the two-mile run. 
SPARTAGUIDE
 
The 
Campus  Christian Center will 
hold a "Meet and Eat" 
luncheon with speaker
 Benton White from 
noon
 to 1:30 
p m. today at Jonah's Wail, corner
 of San Carlos and S. 
lath
 StrePt. For more 
information
 call Natalie Shiras 
at
 
298-0204.
 
   
The Psi Chi Minority
 Biomedical Support 
and  Psy-
chology Department
 will present a speech
 by Dr. Alfredo 
Lagmay 
on "The Human Reaches 
of B.F. Skinner's  sci-
ence; Reminiscenses and
 Reflections" at 3:30 p.m.
 today 
in 
DMH
 150. 
   
The Lutheran
 Campus Ministry will 
present a bible 
study 
on Romans at 3 p.m.
 today in the main 
lounge  of 
I loover
 Hall. For more 
information call 
Norb Firnhaber 
at 
298-0204.
 
   
The Silicon 
Valley  Research group
 of the University 
of 
California at Santa 
Cruz will hold a 
conference  entitled 
"Microelectronics
 in Transition:
 Industrial 
Transfor-
mation  and Social 
Change" today 
through Sunday 
in 
room 2 at 
UC
 Santa Cruz. 
   
The 
Inter -Varsity 
Christian  Fellowship
 will hold its 
last meeting at 
7 p.m. today in 
the S.U. Costanoan
 Room. 
   
The Black
 Students of 
Engineering  will hold 
a spring 
banquet
 
at 
7:30  p.m. 
today at 
the 
San Jose Hyatt 
Hotel.  
For  more 
information,
 
contact  
Karl  
Seabrook,  
President
 of 
BSE, at 
the MESA
 Program
 
Engineering  
Building.
 
   
Find 
your
 way 
Clear
 
Advertise
 
in 
the 
Daily
 
(408)
 
277-1171
 
The AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics
 and Astronaut-
ics will present guest speaker Stan
 Kentat at 12:30 today 
in the 
Engineering Auditorium, Room 132. For more in-
formation call Dean Morash at 279-4277 or Bruce 
Tharpe  
at 371-6619. 
   
The Community Committee 
for International Stu-
dents will holds meeting at 1 p.m. today in ADM 206. 
For
 
more information call Phil Hanasaki at 258-3020. 
   
The Gospel Extravaganza will holds meeting at 
4:30  
p.m.
 today in the S.U. Guadalupe Room.
 For more infor-
mation call Tony Bolivar at 277-3554 or 272-3341 
   
The 
Department  of Meteorology will present a 
speech 
on visibility by Doug Latimer of Systems 
Application  Inc 
at 4 p.m.
 today in DH 615. 
   
The 
Progressive  Student Alliance will hold a meeting 
at 3:30 p.m. 
tomorrow  in the S.U. 
Associated  
Students 
Council Chambers. For more information call
 Eli at 288-
5079. 
   
The Phi 
Beta
 Sigma Fraternity 
will  
hold
 a dance 
from
 
9 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
tomorrow  in the S.U. 
Ballroom.
 Admis-
sion is $3. For more information call Terry Major at 297-
2481. 
   
The Psi Chi Minority Biomedical Support and 
Psy-
chology Department will present a speech by 
David Rose-
nhan entitled "Doing Good While Doing 
Well: 
Emotions  
and Altruism" at 3 
p.m.  tomorrow in DMH 150. 
   
The SJSU International Center
 will hold a pancake 
breakfast from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Sundayat 360 S. 11th 
Street. For  
more  information 
call
 Sue 
Crust at 
279-4575. 
11-1E  
IDCOIDI
 
PRESENTS
 
SAN JOSE'S
 
ONLY
 
ADULT  
NUDE 
13URLIESCUlt
 
PLUS
 
MOVIES
 
(ADULTS
 OVER 18 ONLY) 
$ 2 00 
OFF 
 
 
ADMISSION
 
WITH  
ADVERTISEMENT
 
11 am DAILY 
5 pm 
SUNDAY 
328 So. Bascom
 Ave. 292
 3685 
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in 
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- therapy
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teacher
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RUMEN
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gotta go 
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Center.
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JUST
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ER WHAT'S A 
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411 
1111.2 
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for
 
'Olympics'  finds
 help 
from 
students
 
By 
Diane
 
Murphy
 
More 
than
 200 
students  
have
 
volunteered
 to 
help  
make the
 Olympic 
torch shine
 brighter
 for 350 
disabled  
Agnew 
Hospital  
residents.
 Among
 them 
will  be 
about
 80 
SJBU 
occupational
 therapy 
majors 
recruited  
by
 senior 
Laurie  
Anderson.
 
The 
Northern  
California  
Special
 
Olympics,
 scheduled
 
for 9 a.m. 
to 3:15 p.m.
 Saturday
 at Winter
 field, has
 at-
tracted
 students
 of nursing,
 special
 education,
 advertis-
ing and 
business.  
According  
to
 Anderson,
 OTs 
have
 experience
 
working
 
with 
the  disabled 
and are 
trained to 
help people
 be func-
tional and independent. 
Anderson said the
 event
 will 
help
 
the 
mentally  
or 
physically
 
handicapped
 
olympians,
 ranging
 in ages from 
eight
 to 80, to 
gain self 
esteem. 
"I 
have
 done
 it 
before,  
and it's
 a 
neat
 'up' 
atmo-
sphere,"
 
Anderson  
said, 
"The  
patients  
are 
overwhelm-
ingly 
excited." 
The  
OT's
 will 
be
 assigned
 to 
the 
events
 
committee,
 to 
special  
clinics,
 or will 
act as 
companions
 
and  
huggers.  
There 
are six
 
competitions
 in the 
Special
 
Olympics,
 
including
 a 
softball
 throw,
 frisbee 
throw,
 25- and 
50 -meter
 
dashes,  
a 100
-meter  
run,  and 
a 
standing
 
broad  
jump.
 
Anyone wishing to volunteer to help during Satur-
day's Special Olympics should
 call Fritz Knochenhauer at 
277-8905 or the 
meet director, Sandy
 Ellyson 
at 988-8000. 
   
ATTEN770N
 
Student 
Entrepeneurs
 
COMPUTER  
BUSINESS
 
OPPORTUNITY 
Are  you looking
 
for 
that  part-time  lob you
 can keep during 
the 
school year? 
DO YOU 
WANT  TO: Make
 Money? Be Your 
Own  Boss? 
Become Computer
 Capable'? 
THEN 
TAKE  ACTION! 
 Join the EKOS
 family of 
independ-
ent sales 
representatives!
 
 No prior 
experience  
necessary. We 
train you
 on computers, and in 
how  to 
sell and 
teach  home computers to 
consumers. 
For 
information
 on this 
exciting 
oppor-
tunity 
call
 Ms 
Thomas:1415)  
485-1911  
EKOS"  
2185A 
FrenciSCO
 BIM. San
 Rafael, CA 
94901  
 
CAMPUS
 
GREENS
 
NOTES
 
I'VE BEEN 
WONDERIN'
 ABOUT 
THIS  
JOB' 
GREEKS 
HE O.. 
!Novi
 
you. 
YOu'it  
THERE'S 
JUST SO 
MUCH
 
OPPRESSION.
 POVERTY, 
AND KILLING
 IN THIS 
WORLD  
THAT
 X 
DON'T  
1- EEL 
RIGHT DOING JOKES
 
FOR NEWSPAPERS!
 
WHAT oo YOU 
THINK ? 
KEVIN
 
YEAGER
 
I'm NOT A 
FLOWER?, 
S 
411fr: 
tip  
4. 
L'440A 
4, 
1  
JIM  
BAPTIST
 
RUSTY 
SUMMARELL
 
I 
HE TO FIND 
A 
PLAcE 
TO SHARPEPu 
tiy ctAws 
-TTI/1 
WILL
 
Do
 NICELY 
Spartan
 Daily 
Advertising  
277 
3171 
MCAT
 
LSAT  
GMAT
 
GRE
 
DAT  
-R`Cr
 
Or
 
41.
 
KAPLAN
 
EDUGITIONAL
 
CENTER
 
SAN 
FRANCISCO
 (415) 433-1763 
1 
Security  Pacific 
Pl.  94108 
BERKELEY (415) 849-4044 
64 
Shattuck  
Square  94704
 
PALO ALTO (415) 327-0841 
499 Hamilton Avenue
 94301
 
DAVIS (916) 
753-4800 
204 
F Street 
95616 
RENO (702) 329-5315 
1931 
Sutro  
89512  
SANTA  
CRUZ (408) 
429-8524 
OCAT  
GRE PSYCH
 & 
BIO 
CLASSIFIED
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
ALASKA 
SUMMER  JOBS Good 
money
 
SR
 Pad.. 
fisheries.  irks 
ness resorts. 
logging and much 
more 
'Summer  Employment 
Guide 
1983
 employer brings 
$495
 
Moro.  15261 Sobey Rd 
&Seto..
 Ca 95070.  
BEER MAKERS! Lower prices in the 
Bey Area, 
Convenient  
location
 
Iinterartion
 01 101 end 171 Tap 
pets and Co 2 
Systems -Be. 
rnatt end 
complet  erne making 
supplies Book. 
and gift hems 
Bernners Beer
 Kit makes 9 gallons 
14 cases) 
83395 Serum... of 
America. 
1040
 N 
411,
 St 288-
E1647 Joe..
 CA 95112.  
BOOKS WANTED Top dollars paid for 
ueed 
...book..
 May 
16 27 
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE  
CASH FOR 
YOUR
 book. and re 
cordsllIl 
Recycle Books and Re 
cords 
138  Ear Sent. Clem be 
triv.n 3r4 and 41h 
Ells 
OP. 
7 
days 10e
 m to 9p m We buy 
your
 usred books and records 
Please call for buying 
how.  266 
8275.  
CRUISE 
SHIPS  NEED 
bum 
Prof.  
sional teas how to 
qualify
 where 
to apply
 $3 John Gormen 4713 
NW 7t9 St 
No
 306 Miami. FL 
33126.  
RECEIVE
 A FREE FACIAL 
with  Mry 
Kay Cornetk. which include.  
parson..d skin care program 
end professional make up lame Coll 
Teri Tompkine at 379 8914 for 
vow 
tree leciel  
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS
 Christian
 
Con 
ter Sundey 
Luthers,  10 45a m . 
Catholic 400
 end 
800p
 
to 
Prayer group 
Tired.  et 5:00pm 
Reese
 ca. campus Minetry 298-
0204 for 
worship  counseling pro 
groins end 
study
 opportunMee 
Rev NAM% 
Shenk Fr Sob
 Hewes. 
Sr Joan Rev Norb Fan 
hob.  
AUTOMOTIVE
 
MAVERICK '70 1800/bein offer New 
brakes md battery FaCellesn 
Gland 177 I863  
FOR 
SALE 
BICYCLES
 Ilee to be sold via reeled 
bid On display May 9 13 nerd to 
, Student Union Ilk.
 Shop Bids due 
 May 12.1 2am  
NEW
 
LEE 
PALO.
 Vag.
 guitar or 
Puepri
 
-Solo. 
10. 1400.m211 
1410  
 
HELP 
WANTED
 
BASKETBALL AND 
SOF TRAIL vele. 
 
..res  
urnpase nestled 
Earn atra 
Money 
Training 
syriebire
 CM LA 
:sum flyc 2772172
  
MALE STRIPPER lor 
becheloretta
 
*. 
peaty  
Amateur  Oh 
C. 
281  
 7347 Ito AMIS.& 
immediately  
CRISSE SHIP 
JOSS.  14 028 
000 
.Cerribean 
Hawaii.  World Cali 
for  
'Guide 
Directory,  Newsletter 
1 
_216 722 1111 
ea.Ban Jose  
CRUISE 
SHIP  JOSS,
 Greet
 
.00nere  
fennel Al 
occuprion  For Infor 
motion
 call 602 918
 0428 rtt 
Bal.  
0ASCERS1  
OVER
 
II Toole.
 
I bot 
tombless 
crotIc  
burlesque
 Day 
Me. PT $4 
50/11,
 plus 
tip.  IL 
CConnn 
Can  make 1100
 
per 
der  
Contract woods $75 and 1100 per 
Ow Model. also need. Apply in 
person 
Pints Poodle 
!78 
So
 Bee 
UMall 
EARN 
$500
 OR MORE each 
school  
year 
Flexible
 hours 
Monthly  pay 
merit for placing posters
 on cam 
pus Bonus
 based on re... 
Prizes eared.
  well 800 526 
0883  
EARN 
$600
 00 or more per ...k.
 
working only 3 hows 
 der 
Ourenteedl For 
more  info write 
Ouantum Enterprhese
 256 So 
Rob...on Wad Dept SD 
Bev*. v 
Mc CA 
90211  
FAFC0
 
BE S The Say Area' largest 
lois 
nd  
co 
hn
 fur.. and 
summer jobs meg 
able Call John Mach
 14081 733 
7272
  
FT SALES -Entertainment held Five 
deys Inc Sat Exponents or 
knowledge of rock theater eports 
5. Jose Boo 
Office  912 Town 
end Country VIlloge 
BJ 
In person 
only  
HANDYMAN 19E15011 1 repair 
plumber 2 painter (expert). 3 
nom 
layer
 II. 
tile  layer.  
electric. 
5 or MI of the above For aped 
menl  nee.  campus $7 pew how 
Call Don
 295 1431  
KITCHEN  HELPERS WANTED P 
lune, or dinner shifts Prefer 
knowledge of Japanese food 
Apply in person Okeyerne
 Romeo 
rent 566Atio 60. St. San Jas.  
NEW 
TOGO'S  OPENING 25 
',lift  
pow 
ions needed Apply in person 900 
N 1st St let 
Heddingl  
M. 
166
 
17 10 4orn  
OFFICE ASSISTANT Filing Phones 
C.hkeing PT now earth mcr.sed 
hour* in 'rummer 
Night, and 
weekends   mur
 Rol.Foml
 
tom Kathy 290 1261  
RESTAURANT HELP NEEDED Prt 
watter /wearer, horses 
busboT
 
No gap no,. wig urn Apply in 
person
 at 13391 Fleet St 
16.6
 for 
Davie   
STOCK PERSONS PT Serble how. 
now whh FT potential 
durtng 
mum 
mer This job
 requires 
heavy  lift 
Ing 
Rwearells Furniture 
Tim  296 
1211  
TEACHER. PRESCHOOL FT. PT, ben. 
fits. Me hr. Lot Aftos 16 949 
0514 S..kda 
408 996 2477  
TRUCK TRANSFER DRIVER needed 
pan In,. Must be 21 reliable 
have 
rnotorcycle.
 and
 good 
driving 
,.cord Call Arn Grew at Ryder
 
Trunk 
Fl.tal after
 4-00 
p.m  262 
7150.   
WORK
 STUDY STUDENTS
 *sante., 
For 
fell semester Mechanic.
 
Meent..ce Ass, Oen.. Area 
Mechanics Aso Gam. 
Area 
De. Attendents. Information 
C.ter Attendant Inquire et Dint 
tot' Offlce on 3,4 floor in Stud.t 
ONgs,  
110 PER HOUR Attractive yeoman 
vrented to model for amanita pho 
'W.f..
 
CS Chris 
et
 998 
0503
  
HOUSING  
ACCOMMODATION  FOR 
FEMALE
 ru 
dent
 in modern 254 25a  
Sunny..
 
apt in 
enchant. for light hoot. 
rods. Call Bob Al 730 2585.  
FEMALE 
ROOMMATES  NEEDED 
ape 
1110er00
 plus dep 
290 26.
 
Pt 
Wells to 
SJSU MN 
arm No limo 
kiedrug. clear 
& seay
 
9041  
262 7223
 
weolosa/riminila-_
 
NEED 
NONSMOKING  
FEMALE  for  3 
bedroom
 
townhouse
 
9225rmo
 
Cal 972 
1531
 alter 6 
00.   
ROOM 
FOR RENT Res 
or commercial 
u. Lg enough
 lor
 2 
reel:.  
Pe. 
Kitch pd. Nr 
camp.  Call 298 
3010.   
ROOM FOR RENT Non smoker* pre 
fen. $125/rno plus utilities CM 
Anthony. 287 
7210  Inkahtal  
SUMMER  HOUSING 
NIP $125 month 
Thew Chi. 123
 So 111k St CM 
Mark or 
Unmet  279 9829.  
STUDIO 
APARTMENTS $275 
to 
$295 Near 
campus  One per von 
only 
No pets Fife. end last plus 
$100 
On.,,.., parking
 
.04
 laun 
dry room 
452 5 310 
Call
 Pet 
295 7438  
SUMMER 
APARTMENT
 1 borne, 
112501mo  $75 
depose' 2 bike 
Nom 
campus  One 
person  
only.
 
non 
smoker  No pets 
Parking and 
laundry 
roorn provided Available 
June 1 
Aug 15 only 548 5 
6111
 
C. 
Bob 256 2536. 
wand.  
C.514151479 1444  
SUMMER ROOMS 
for rent $1504no 
contact
 Ken. Cleric or John 
279 
8397  
THE HACIENDA INN end San Jose Res 
alence Club 
Coed
 spacious fur 
nerved
 rooms Weekly aaaaa $60 
to $90 Utils 
Pd Linen II house 
lumping
 sera OH street parking.
 
laundry 
facilities  2 blocks 
horn 
SJSU 
202 1 234 
S 1101 In 
quire 122 North 
81k St 998 
0222  
1 BORN DUPLEX la Is.
 On, .d dn-re 
$45040no eratove 
and 'Ong Pd 
water End garb Ig elOallge 
and se. 
rape 1 blk from SJSU
 226 WU 
ham St. 2613 
8200.  
PERSONALS
 
BASEBALL  CARDS 
Wanted
 1991 buy 
collections See Dr Lapin 
In 11.11. 
nese Tower 763 or call 
416  837 
0191  
GREG AND TOM Reedy to -dive-hop" 
-111131021LEAS0IA1.1I40
 
IDELEIE1211.-
HYPNOSIS-IMPROVE
 Study habits. 
concontrellon.
 eves, reductn
 . 
worm  pain control 
Ongoing  re 
greselon serniners 
Certified (408) 
967 7439 
or 729 4411.  
JAPANESE STUDENT want. English 
spooking conversetione.
 POnt
 in 
eschange 
to,
 
Jelminime
 ItIss.n 
Coll YAL 866
 7256.  
WANTED A 
FEMALE
 roommate to 
share  
frkendiehip
 Occupent hes 
 
voice 
defect
 Call erlan
 291 
2308.  
SERVICES 
BECAUSE 
OF YOUR 
FANSTASTIC
 RE 
SPONSE
 I.n, 
repeating
 my 
offer  
Bre it all, Stop 
eluding es. 
log
 tweeeng 
or urns, 
Chemical  
Depilhorle.  
Let
 me 
permanently
 
remove  your 
unwmted  heir
 Ichin 
MUM tummy 
moustache 
etc, 
15% discount
 to students end
 lac 
utty CM 
before  June 
1 1983 and
 
gr your 
1.1  apart et In 
ance 559 
3500 Ow. 
Chola.. 
RE HAIR 
TODAY 
GONE
 
TOMORROW
 1645
 
S Bascom 
Ave Ste  C 
Cempbee 
C.A.  
'REATE YOUR 
WEIGHTIII
 
Tots,
 
n. 
war
 091010,09
 
10
 permanent 
40.11011  
In.. emptier..
 
crenive
 whelk
 
processes
 
NO
 
0IE111 Grows
 
or 
private
 sassion 
Free 
coned.
 
tiOn
 
20e0/293
 6806 Ineer 
cam 
oual  
DENTAL/VISION PLAN 
tor student* 
Errol now, gave your 
reeth orid 
eyes
 entl oleo
 money 
Inlormerlon.
 
AS
 
office°.  ohm. 
371 6811.
  
DISC 
JOCKEY  with 
radio ...enco
 
ear me. your party
 
.1,0191
 Muic 
you 
request huge 
selection
 
Low rate. tool
 SJSU graduate.
 ref 
rends ayelleble
 Call Ross 
et 
248 
1798  
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Top disabled
 students,
 
leaders  honored
 
By 
Diane  
Murphy  
Selections
 for the 
Second  
Annual  Campus
 Recogni-
tion 
Program  
were announced
 by the 
Disabled 
Students 
Office 
last
 
week.  Winners
 were 
presented
 plaques for out-
standing
 
achievements to the 
needs  of the 
disabled. 
Winners in the 
"Outstanding  Disabled Student"
 cat-
egory
 were
 Hoa Ly and Sandy 
Gatewood.
 
The DSO
 said 
Ly has an 
outstanding  academic
 
record
 
in the 
undergraduate
 Social 
Work 
program 
and has been 
active in 
community
 work. 
Gatewood
 will graduate 
this
 
spring
 with a 
bachelor's 
degree 
in 
business  administration.
 
She is 
graduating  in 
By 
Alicia
 Tippetts 
A day
-long  
conference  entitled 
"Ireland: From Vio-
lence to 
Reconciliation"
 will be 
held
 in the 
Student 
Union and Dudley
 Moorhead Hall Friday.
 
Except for the panel discussion, all topics will be 
discussed in the 
S.U. Almaden Room. 
The conference is sponsored by the history depart-
ment.
 
"De Valera and Partition: A Southern View" will be 
discussed by visiting
 Fulbright Professor Dermot 
Keogh 
at
 9 a. m. 
At 10 a.m. Sean Farren, a Northern Ireland assem-
blyman,
 will speak on "Irish Nationalism and 
Northern  
Ireland."
 
Stanford University professor, Eugene D. Robin, 
will discuss "The Irish Problem: A View from the  Out-
side" at noon. 
Sir Ewart Bell, the Northern Ireland civil service di-
rector, will speak on "Northern Ireland Today" at 1 p.m. 
The panel discussion is from 
3 to 3:30 p.m. in DMH 
134 
ELANER 
the 
top 5 percent of 
her class with a 
3.77 GPA, and 
has  
been invited into the
 business honor 
society,  Beta Gamma 
Sigma.
 
Stephanie Duer and Andy 
Vasquez
 were winners in 
the  "Outstanding Student 
Leader" category. Duer, 
a 
graduate student in 
political science, has been 
active  as 
Associated
 Students director of non-traditional minority 
affairs.
 The DSO said she has promoted 
awareness  about 
the needs of the disabled and sponsored an 
A.S.
 resolution 
which increased disabled parking 
spaces  by 28 percent. 
Vasquez is a graduate student studying special edu-
cation. 
He
 volunteered his 
time 
and  energy
 to 
support
 the 
Disabled Students Association,
 
and the 
mainstreaming  
advisory committee,
 which
 helps
 
disabled
 students cope 
with campus
 life. 
Vasquez
 has been 
active on 
campus  pro-
moting 
awareness 
about  the rights
 and reeds 
of
 hearing -
impaired students. 
Edward
 Schmeichel,
 a math 
department  professor,
 
was selected
 as the "Outstanding
 Faculty" 
member.
 Sch-
meichel was selected for being 
responsive
 to 
the  
needs  of 
hearing
-impaired
 students and 
offering his 
personal
 
time 
and 
skills  to  work 
directly  with 
those  students. 
The DSO 
County  
supervisor  
receives  
business
 school alumni
 
award  
By Dave 
Reznicek  
County 
Supervisor  Rod
 
Diridon  said
 he 
was  
"amazed 
and 
humbled,"
 
by being 
presented 
with 
this 
year's  SJSU
 Distin-
guished
 Business
 Alumni
 
Award.  
Diridon 
graduated 
from 
SJSU in 
1962 with 
an 
accounting
 and 
finance
 de-
gree  and 
earned a 
Master 
of Business
 
Administration  
degree
 in 
1964. 
He 
was 
nominated
 five 
years 
ago,  but 
when  he 
didn't 
win the
 award
 he 
forgot 
about  it. 
"I 
really  didn't
 expect
 
it," 
he said. 
Introducing
 
the
 
Cheapest
 
Price
 
Ever 
for  Students 
You  Can't 
Look  Good 
For 
Less  
Anywhere
 
Bring
 
Your
 
Student
 
Body
 
Card
 
Please
 
In his 
acceptance  
speech Diridon chastized 
"society
 for being selfish 
about 
education."
 He was 
brought 
up
 in a working-
class family and had to 
put 
himself through college, he 
said. Stanford or Santa 
Clara
 University were sim-
ply out of the question. 
"What I am 
is due to 
public education," he said. 
After
 receiving 
his 
MBA, Diridon 
joined the 
Navy, 
became an 
officer 
and
 eventually
 took 
a job 
at 
Lockheed.  
"I was 
more 
involved
 in going
 into 
busi-
ness,"  
the 
former
 
SJSU
 
class president recalled. 
About 
12 years ago, Di-
ridon started his own mar-
ket research company. He 
was doing quite well when 
he became involved in his 
local home owners associa-
tion. 
Diridon's political 
pas-
sions were stirred. He ran 
for San Jose City 
Council 
and won, serving for three
 
years. 
"I
 love to serve," 
he 
said. "Business
 was not the 
thing that made my 
adren-
aline go." 
He
 was elected 
to the 
County Board of 
Supervi-
sors eight and
 one-half 
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1) You own and 
control your 
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2) You may
 stop your program 
ANYTIME  
3) You may
 WITHDRAW 
money  anytime. 
Not subject to 10% Tax Penalties
 
4) Retirement 
Not subject to age 591/2 rules 
5) You
 may change 
your  investment 
goals  
anytime. 
PLEASE RETURN THIS COUPON FOR MORE 
INFORMATION 
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 STATE 
ZIP_ 
__DEPT   
years ago. He said he has 
no immediate aspirations 
for a higher office. 
"I'm very involved 
with the light -rail 
system 
right now. 
"Construction starts 
next year, and we plan 
to 
have it operational by 
1987," Diridon said. 
He has taught a grad-
uate business seminar at 
SJSU for the past six year-
s,and this semester he in-
vited prominent public ex-
ecutives to lecture 
two out 
of every three weeks. 
"I enjoy teaching at 
San Jose State, and I plan 
to 
continue,"  he said, 
called him 
"an  outstanding example
 of a 
faculty
 member 
who has made
 special effirts
 to 
help  his 
students  achieve 
their 
academic
 goals." 
Cathy  
Curtin,
 
assistant
 
housing
 
department  
coun-
selor,
 was 
chosen  as the
 "Outstanding
 Staff
 Person." 
Cur-
tin 
advocated
 improvements
 in 
student
 
housing  to 
meet 
the 
special  needs of 
severely  
disabled
 
students.
 
Gail  
Fullerton
 
...hopes
 to 
limit
 
fees
 
Cortinued
 hem 
pep 
1 
options  
to 
the 
university
 
for 
how 
to
 
meet
 the 
cuts.
 
Other 
sources
 
of
 income
 
may
 be 
found, 
or 
some  
sports 
may be 
cut 
entirely  
from  
the 
program,
 
Ful-
lerton  
said. 
She  
does
 not
 want
 to 
cut 
any 
sports  
out but
 said 
that
 
possibility
 is 
one 
rea, 
son
 for 
the 
formation
 
of
 the 
task 
force.
 
"If 
you're  
going 
to 
drop 
some
 
sports,"  
shi 
said,  
"You're  
going 
to
 
need 
some
 
lead
 time
 to 
do 
it."
 
Coninued
 front 
pep  1 
ological
 
effects  
of 
industrial
 
solvents  
suspected
 
of 
causing  
cancer. 
Steinbarker's
 
organization
 
is 
primarily
 
concerned
 
with 
immunology
 as 
a 
means  
of
 
treating
 
cancer,
 
and,
 
wanted
 to 
contribute
 
funds  to 
research
 in 
the 
area.  
"We
 decided
 the 
most  
practical
 way 
to invest
 our 
money  would
 be to 
use it to 
encourage  
future 
scientists  to'
 
pursue 
immunology
 
as
 an 
avenue
 of 
research,"  Stein".
 
barker  said. 
Pupate bat yowt  
GMAT
 
LSATGRE
 
Anthony 
Schools
 
... Iota better
 (omorrow. 
Call:  408/293-0688
 
The Bay Area's own 
Thom 
Gunn
 
Robert Pinsky 
Robert
 Tracy 
Robert Hass 
will join 
SEAMUS 
HEANEY 
in a POETRY WRITING WORKSHOP
 
July
 I I -22, 1983 
at 
College  of Notre 
Dame  
Belmont, California 
for
 more intormatoon 
wrIrt  
Special 
Programs 
CND 
Belmont, CA 94002 
or call- (415) 
593-1601
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%
 
Compare costs 
before you make
 plans for 
moving
 at the end 
of
 
the semester. 
If 
you're  18 or older 
and have a valid 
driver's  license, you 
can 
use a Ryder
 truck, rent -it
-here, leave -it
-there.
 Load up 
your 
stereo, 10
-speed, clothes; 
everything. You'll
 still have room, 
no 
doubt,
 for one or two 
friends  with their 
things  to share the 
cost
 
Compare
 that to the 
price of a plane
 ticket Or 
even a bus. 
Plus 
shipping.
 
Rent a 
newer  truck 
from
 the best
-maintained,  
most  dependa-
ble fleet
 in the world
 Ryder. The 
best truck 
money  can 
rent.
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RENT
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Arts/Entertainment supplement to the Spartan Dail 
Any time's 
a wild time when you add 
the  
great taste 
of Two Fingers
 .and this 
wild Two Fingers
 T-shirt! To get
 
yours, send 
your name, 
address, 
style  preference 
and  size (men's 
style S,M,L or women's
 French 
cut S,M,L) 
along  with $6.95,
 to: 
Two Fingers T-shirt Offer, 
266 North Rocky River Dr 
Berea, Ohio 44017 
Please allow 6 weeks 
for delivery. 
Two 
is 
all  it takes. 
f HP1-1041A 
VOLKER INC
 
OURIM,SMICAL  
Michael
 
J. 
Vaughn
  
Entertainment
 
editor
 
Conventionality  -- 
it seethes 
from 
today's
 popular
 
music  like 
pollution  
creeps
 its way
 into a 
water  
system.
 It 
dulls  the 
intellect  and 
numbs the 
ears of 
musical  con-
sumers
 everywhere.
 
Today's
 society
 has become
 one that
 is 
perpetually
 
recorded.
 Whether
 it be on 
videotape, 
.film or 
records,
 
thousands
 of events 
are recorded
 daily 
for mass 
con-
sumption.  And 
music, after
 all, is an 
event,  a 
performance  
of certain
 sounds 
played
 in 
varying
 
combinations.
 
But
 the 
pressure  of 
the 
masses  and 
this new 
availability
 of 
recorded  
events
 to them 
has created 
a 
problem; 
in
 order for
 music 
to
 sell well,
 it must 
be 
agreeable
 to 
millions.  
And 
the  millions 
of
 music 
consumers  are 
not going to 
accept
 daring 
new forms 
quickly, so 
for music 
to be 
popular,
 it must be 
conventional.  
Unfortunately,
 this 
tape-recorded  
conventionality
 has 
stopped 
music  in its 
tracks. The 
only 
recognizable
 
movements,
 those 
among  the new 
wave  g7oups, 
arc gcing 
backwards,  
delving
 into the 
past
 for "fresh" 
sounds. All 
the music 
of these groups
 sounds like 
rehashed Beach
 
Boys
 (the 
Go-Go's),
 Beatles 
( the 
Bangles). Kinks ( the 
Pretenders) and Bob 
Marley and the
 reggae 
movement,
 
influencing 
everyone from
 Men At 
Work  to the 
English
 
Beat  to the 
Police.  
The 
alternative
 to the new 
wave  groups is just 
as
 
boring: 
a group of museum
 relics like 
REO  
Speedwagon,
 
Journey, 
and the Who ( yes,
 the Who), who 
seem to belong 
in the '70s and 
play the same 
droning  rock and- 
roll over 
and 
over as long as it cultivates
 cash. 
Popular 
music  needs a rock 
group  that will 
venture
 
out  onto the edge of 
and
 pull back something
 that is both 
new and 
likeable.
 They will be 
the  New Beatles, a 
group 
that every rock fan 
has been waiting for since
 the breakup 
of 
the  originals. A group 
that  you can depend on 
to put out 
fresh, quality 
music.  
The original Beatles 
were the first rock 
group  to prove 
the possibility of 
being unconventional
 and popular 
at
 the 
same time. 
They  were the 
first
 rock performers
 to use 
varying  tempos and 
meters in their 
music,  the first to 
compose
 long, 
classical
-style works 
that  had two or 
more
 
sections  ("Golden 
Slumbers/Carry
 that Weight," "A 
Day 
in the 
Life"),
 
and  among the first to 
make use of different
 
instruments in the 
rock medium ( including
 the string 
quartet
 in "Yesterday" and 
a sitar in George 
Harrison's 
"Within You 
Without You"). 
Even when 
using conventional forms, 
the Beatles 
created a diversity of 
styles that kept the listener sur-
prised,
 interested, and curious. 
The 
fusion of rock and classical forms 
the Beatles 
originated began 
a musical movement that continues 
today, under the 
alternate titles of "art rock" and 
"progressive rock." 
Some of the group's potential succcessors as 
Superband are in this 
category,  including Genesis, Pink 
Floyd and Rush. All these bands use musical 
variations  
like changing tempos and meters (especially Rush), but 
they are unwilling to perform anything outside their 
"signature" styles. Of the three, only Genesis has in-
creased its 
instrumental  range, adding a brass rhythm 
section on its last album, "Abacab " 
COVER;
 
Saturday's  SJSU 
Fountain Blues Festival:
 left. 
Little Rankle Lee; 
right, 
guitaiist Luther
 Tucker.  See 
center tor 
story.  Moms by 
Steve Stanfield. 
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Another 
movement  that deserves 
attention  in the 
search for the New 
Beatles is the reggae
-influenced  
groups 
like Men at Work, the 
Police,  and the English Beat.
 
The fascinating 
rhythms  put forth by these
 musicians 
makes the listening quite 
enjoyable,  but, like the 
progressive groups,
 they refuse to venture 
outside their 
home territory. 
The 
front-runner  in this group is 
Men  at Work, which 
has fused the reggae 
sound  both with a light pop 
sound  
("Overkill")  and a 
harder rock sound
 ( " 
Be 
Good 
Johnny 
").  Look for some future movements from 
this
 
band 
of 
Australians.
 
A third 
category  is jazz
 fusion, 
including
 groups 
like 
Weather 
Report  and 
Return
 to Forever,
 but one 
suspects  
the 
listening  public 
will take a 
few years to 
adapt to an 
instrument
-dominated  form
 that is 
better
 listened 
to than 
danced to. 
The closest musician to the
 New Beatles, although a 
solo artist, is Phil Collins, percussionist/vocalist for 
Genesis.  
In his two solo efforts, "Face Values"  and "Hello, I 
Must Be Going," 
Collins
 has displayed an incredible 
amount of diversity and innovation. As a member 
of 
Genesis, his musical
 choices were obviously held down by 
the
 group's 
traditional synthesizer, -dominated  
art music, 
but in his solo 
efforts,  he lets everything fly. 
His two albums 
have
 included pop, soul, and folk 
ballads; layered percussion 
and synthesizer -oriented 
progressive
 pieces, syncopation -filled 
jazz/R & B works, 
and even remakes of 
popular
 tunes by the Beatles and 
Supremes ( the 
Supremes?  
This  bombardment of versatility 
is helped by Collins' 
agile voice and diverse. 
musical  abilities --he is especially 
strong on percussion,
 keyboards and synthesizers. 
This kind 
of
 musical display is 
obviously  not geared 
toward
 narrow-minded fans, and 
it's refreshing to hear a 
musician who does not 
"play  down" to the listeners, those 
supposedly simple-minded 
idiots in the masses. 
And Collins' 
albums are selling well, an indication of 
the Beatlesque notion of successful 
unconventionality. 
There's still hope. 
Now, if only 
Collins  was a group...
 
   
The last 
Entertainer  of the semester will be out next 
Wednesday, also the last day for the Daily. 
This  will give 
the new editor, Carrie 
Hagen, and the new associate 
editors,  Denice Chambers and David  
Reznicek
 ( you may 
have seen 
some  of their work here this 
semester),
 a 
chance to learn the operation.
 I've always said I did the 
work  of three 
people. 
Look for Yours Truly 
next  semester as editor of 
another  weekly tabloid, 
the  Independent Weekly.
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fimp meets 
pimp 
Aykroyd 
film: 
)octor Detroit' 
arrie Hagen
 
studio 
executive
 to roomful of creative
 consultants 
flunkies): Gentlemen, 
we need a project for Dan 
oyd We 
have  him under contract, but 
all the parts 
id for him were 
written  for him and Belushi. 
What do 
'Iunky:
 Well, he can do his wimp 
impersonation. That 
fly goes over 
well.  
i'.xec: I like it: goon. 
Nunky
 2: He can be a professor, a 
real
 geek, and. 
,lunky 3: And he 
can have a weird name
 like 
idlow." 
Flunky 4: And there
 can be a totally 
opposite  
acter for him to meet. 
Exec: Great, but like I 
said, we don't have 
Belushi.  
Flunky  1: We don't need him. We've got Howard 
seman. 
Exec: Howard Hesseman? 
Flunky 1: Well, at least we can get him cheap. 
Exec: O.K., goon. 
Flunky 2: Hesseman can be a pimp, and they
 meet 
Exec: How do they meet? 
Flunky 3: Another pimp is putting the muscle on 
:seman's
 character. He leaves his four 
girls with the 
ip and skips town. 
Exec: I don't know two pimps in one movie could be 
fusing. 
Flunky 4: The second pimp can be a woman. 
Flunky 1: I've got it; she can be a fat, old lady. We can 
her "Mom." 
Exec: love it; goon. 
Flunky 2: Well... 
Flunky 3: Well... 
Flunky 4: Well, the 
wimp makes up a character called 
7tor
 Detroit, dresses up really weird and saves the
 four 
Ely 
ladies.
 
Flunky!: He's not a wimp after all! 
Exec: 
This  is great; tell me more. 
Flunky 2: The girls can be 
gorgeous,
 really gorgeous. 
Exec:
 How do we find gorgeous girls who can act? 
Flunky 3: It doesn't 
matter. The audience doesn't 
it acting;
 they 
want
 skin. 
Flunky
 4: And 
we can bribe
 the MPAA
 to give 
us
 an R 
ing 
even though
 we 
won't  show 
anything.  
Flunky
 I: When 
we run out
 of plot, 
we
 can either
 let 
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Dan Aykroyd 
plays meek 
professor Cliff 
Skridlow and
 his wild 
alter -ego Doctor
 Detroit in 
"Doctor  
Detroit."
 Above, 
the  mild 
mannered
 
scholar
 receives 
a proposition 
nom Monica 
(left, 01.11111d 
[3;AL,n) E-nd 
Ttzlm;.'  
Lynn  Whith.1,1)
 
hat
 mplains
 that he is 
much  too busy;
 
well, 
maybe  not try, busy.
 
Aykroyd loose, or put in a big dance sequence. 
Flunky 2: Or both! 
Exec: What about the other characters? 
Flunky 3: We can have 
a Richard Pryor clone as a 
chauffeur. 
Flunky 4: We can have the wimp's wimpy father and 
weird 
mother.
 
Flunky 1: We can even get James Brown to 
sing; he 
and Aykroyd are friends. 
Flunky 2: And we can get a whole 
bunch  of character 
actors 
who won't try to 
steal  scenes 
from
 
Aykroyd,
 and 
who won't cost us a 
fortune.  
Exec: You gentlemen are geniuses. But do you think
 
the audience will go for it? 
Flunky 3: 
Sure, there's a whole bunch of people out
 
there who 
laugh when they just see 
Aykroyd. 
Flunky  4: And if 
it's
 rated R. we'll get a whole bunch 
of 
teenagers.
 
Flunky 1: 
And we can release it during the summer, 
when no one has anything 
better to do than go to the 
movies.
 
Exec: What 
do
 we call this movie? 
Flunkies: Doctor 
Detroit.  
Exec: How 
original! 
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H e stood up, thrust his 
arms to the clear blue sky, 
and yelled 
"Thank
 you! Thank 
you!
 !" 
Ted Gehrke,
 the pudgy, long-haired/bearded
 
adviser to the A.S. Program
 Board, was jubilant because 
he'd 
just overseen a great Fountain 
Blues Festival, a 
show he thought 
might  never go on. 
"I
 was shitting bullets," he said,
 referring to the rain-
storms that pummeled 
San Jose through Thursday and 
had been predicted to continue Saturday. 
But it 
didn't  rain. The heavens pulled
 back the cloud 
covers to expose a blue 
sheet of sky and a sun 
that 
warmed enough 
land to entice about 2500 
people  to visit 
SJSU on 
a Saturday. 
The sponsors  the 
Program Board and
 Miller Beer 
had
 a 
genuine
 Event on their 
hands.
 This was the third 
annual blues bash at 
SJSU,  and it's an 
attention
 getter. 
The crowd is getting
 familiar; lively arts 
chairman Bob 
Gibson 
figures  that much of the 
audience  parades in from 
Santa Cruz, and a quick
 glance at the long 
hair and dearth 
of bras backs it up. But 
people  also came from 
Oakland
  
the West 
Coast  blues capitol  and all 
over.  
(The Blues 
Festival
 actually began
 on Friday, 
with
 
rip-roaring sets turned 
in by Roy Rogers and 
the R.B. 
Firebirds in the amphitheater,
 but it was more of a 
glori-
fied free noon show than a 
genuine
 attraction). 
Still, the Festival 
publicity  got out of hand, 
with
 an 
artist's conception of 
thousands
 of people crowding 
around Tower Hall, staring at a far-off stage,
 buried be-
neath several tons of rigging. Look! Up at the 
poster! It's 
Woodstock! It's the US Festival! No. . . it's. . . the Blues
 
Festival. 
Ahh, 
c'mon  guys, 
it's  still just 
an
 event, not a 
PHE-
NOMENON. 
But event or 
not, the Blues 
Festival  kicked 
ass;
 espe-
cially 
when Maxine 
Howard  pounced the 
stage. 
A tall, lithe
 black 
woman  barely 
inhibited 
by
 the 
black 
shred of dress
 fluttering 
between  and 
around her 
legs and 
slinking
 up her 
body,  she had 
the  crowd 
panting,  
gasping, 
singing  and 
dancing  in 
any
 combination
 or order 
ecstasy might 
take them. 
Howard
 and a 
bopping  
back-up
 band 
generated  pure 
excitement
 and energy.
 She shouted, 
screamed, 
danced,
 
shoved the 
mike  into people's
 faces, and did 
just anything 
generally
 associated
 with getting
 an audience 
to its feet. 
( A feat 
she needed to 
accomplish  only 
once).  
Still, she 
didn't 
headline.
 Koko 
Taylor  did.  
She's  from 
Chicago
 and you 
can't  think 
blues  and 
not
 think 
Chicago.  
From
 note 
one,
 you knew
 why she
 headlined.
 Her 
band
 played
 the 
crispest,
 the 
most 
challenging  
music of 
The Fountain Blues Festival
 roared away 
at SJSU Saturday with 
(clockwise  from 
top 
left)  pianist
 J.J. Malone,
 vocalist 
Maxine Howard, headliner 
Koko
 Taylor 
and band, and "harpist" 
John  Chrisley. 
The sunny affair 
drew  2500 to the 
campus. 
the 
day. An older, seasoned
 pro, Taylor let 
out her energy 
in 
measured chunks.
 Her 50-minute 
set  may not have 
been as raw as 
the  others but it 
wasn't  as ragged 
either.  It 
built to a 
climax, rather than
 explode here and 
there with 
musical
 landmines. 
Of course, everyone
 was drunk by then 
anyhow. Koko 
probably 
could have done anything. 
After four hours 
of earnestingly soaking our 
throats,  
burning our 
skin,  and rocking out to 
the  talents of J.J. Ma-
lone,
 Jimmy McCracklin, 
Little Frankie Lee, John
 Chris -
ley, Percey 
Mayfield,  Luther Tucker and others,
 we, the 
audience,
 could only stand, 
stagger and cheer. 
See ya next 
spring. 
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Prodigy
 
harmonica
 
player
 
'harps'
 
for
 
blues crowds
 
E ven the kids have the blues these 
days. 
At least one of the brood plays 
them, as 13 -year -old harpist "Little" John 
Chrisley did in his second annual ap-
pearance at 
Saturday's
 Fountain Blues 
Festival. 
Fie played at the end of the 
opening
 
band's set. His 
four -and -a -half -foot stature 
makes him a novelty 
on stage, but he 
wasn't  up there just to be cute. 
This
 is not 
the kind of kid an 
overly  proud mom has 
entertain 
the "ladies over for tea."
 
This guy has jammed
 with the likes of 
Bo Diddley, and
 so many others 
he's lost 
count. 
Which may 
not make him a child prod-
igy  
Mozart was 
composing
 at age 5  
but for someone
 who's only played 
the har-
monica for a year and 
nine months, he 
ain't doin' 
too bad. 
"I sleep with it," he says of his con-
stant companion, his harmonica. 
He refuses to call it practicing, the 
many hours he spends playing 
what blues 
musicans call a harp. "Practicing" has all 
the neagative connotations, and he twists 
his face in disgust at the mere thought. 
He'd rather just play the damn thing. 
Which he does, on stage with 
the 
greats,  and every Thursday 
night at a 
local club with the 
"Rat"  band. 
He's already cut his first demo, with 
jazz -oriented 
guitarist
 John 
Garcia;
 Gar-
cia used to play with John
 Lee Hooker. 
In early 
fall,  Chrisley will gain some 
national  recognition with an 
appearance 
on "That's 
Incredible."  
Things are looking pretty good for 
"Little" John
 Chrisley. 
And they should be, he's a good
 musi-
cian. But the attention he's getting has 
more to do with his age than his
 abilities, 
and the precocious
 but friendly Chrisley is 
well aware of 
it. 
It bothers him, he says, and he wishes 
he 
would  be "recognized more as a har-
monica player." 
But he 
hasn't seen any other young 
harpists playing 
with
 the pros, either, so 
he's stuck with it. It doesn't 
seem
 to bother 
him onstage.
 
Is he nervous up there? 
No, he's "excited." 
"I used to be nervous,"
 he said, but 
now he thinks 'the bigger the crowd the 
better."  
"I like to play the
 crowd." 
And the crowds like to hear John Ch-
risley play. 
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Ticket
 
tactics
 
Thou
 
shalt 
covet 
thy 
neighbor's
 pass 
By 
David  
Reznicek
 
You've
 been 
looking  
forward
 to the
 Springsteen
 
concert for
 months.
 
Your  
friends
 that 
saw 
him in '81
 have been
 merci-
less 
in their 
praise for 
his 
show.  
You
 missed
 him 
then, 
and  they 
won't 
dare  
let 
you  forget 
it. You 
make  
a 
vow that
 you 
won't  let 
it
 
happen
 again. 
I will get
 
tickets.  I 
will 
see 
Springsteen.  
Or 
will  
you?
 
All the
 desire 
and  ded-
ication  you 
can 
muster  
may  still 
not
 be enough
 to 
get
 tickets for 
popular  Bay 
Area concerts. But this in-
formal guide should give 
you an edge  a small 
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t A 
V
edge, but an 
edge
 all the 
same. 
First, 
you  must buy the 
Sunday  San 
Francisco 
Chronicle.  Rip open the 
paper,  go 
straight
 to the 
comics 
section,
 and pull 
out the pink -colored pages. 
This is called 
the Pink 
Section,
 and if you wish to 
gain
 even a  small edge, 
it 
must become your 
Bible. 
The 
Pink  Section is 
valuable 
primarily
 for its 
ads 
of
 upcotring 
shows.
 It 
is very important to 
pro-
cure a copy
 of the section 
before Sunday,
 in order to 
gain a jump on other
 con-
cert -goers. 
This is actually quite 
simple to do. 
Your paper 
boy receives the Sunday
 
supplement two or three 
days before delivery; a 
small tip should put you on 
his early delivery 
list. 
A Friday delivery will 
give you a full two-day 
ad-
vantage.  You must imme-
diately call up your closest 
friends 
(only your closest) 
and begin devising your 
purchasing strategy 
for 
that upcoming Sunday 
morning.  
You basically have 
four 
options: 
11 
BASS
 ticket 
outlets, 
at department
 stores 
such  
as 
Sears  and 
Bullocks  
and
 
record 
stores, 
including 
Record 
Factory  
and
 some 
Lisa 
harl
 my hair 
styled at 
Durand."
 
(o 
554 
El
 Paseo de 
Saratoga
 
866  
7511 
Towers, will start selling 
tickets Sunday morning 
when they open for normal 
business. 
For instance, the Sears
 
outlet in downtown 
Oak-
land would
 be a good place 
to buy tickets for a new -
wave show.
 For Michael 
Jackson 
or Earth, Wind 
and Fire, Mann, Saratoga,
 
or Los Altos
 would be good 
purchasing  spots.  
The location is 
impor-
tant, because
 it more than 
anything else will deter-
mine the
 length of the line 
you must endure. 
Because  
all BASS
 ticket requests 
pass 
through
 the same 
computer system,
 it makes 
no difference which outlet 
you purchase yours from. 
If for some 
reason  you 
are
 unable to make your 
buy on Sunday, all is 
not 
lost. You still have three 
more options: 
2) Option number two 
requires a drive to San 
Jose. 
On the corner of Win-
chester and Stevens Creek 
you will find Town and 
Country Village, and in it 
the San Jose Box Office, 
situated next to the the-
ater. 
The box office offers 
two major advantages. It 
only sells tickets to enter-
tainment events, and, 
more importantly, it is 
closed 
on
 Sundays, and 
consequently offers late -
corners one last chance to 
purchase tickets legally. 
The box office opens at 
10 a.m., but it is absolutely 
necessary 
to get there at 
least a couple of tours 
early if the show has sold 
out on Sunday 
at BASS. 
For a must -see show, 
camping out in shifts, with 
one person in 
the car sleep-
ing and one 
holding  your 
place in line, is highly 
ad-
visable. 
An added 
advantage  is 
that the
 San Jose Box 
Of-
fice claims to 
receive bet-
ter tickets for
 reserve -seat 
shows,
 though from per-
sonal experience
 this has 
not always
 been the case. 
Anyway,  it is your last 
(legal) opportunity,
 which 
tends to 
make  one grateful 
for 
any  ticket at 
all.
 
This 
brings  us to op 
tions 
three  and four.
 This 
also puts you
 at the mercy 
of 
scalpers,  who 
unfortu-
nately 
are your only re-
maining 
options  at this 
point. 
3)Option three calls for 
research
 and perseverance 
on your part.
 If tickets 
went fast, there will un-
doubtedly
 be some for sale 
at inflated prices 
through-
out the 
Bay  Area. 
Check the want
 ads 
and 
bulletin  boards of local 
17th 
Annual  
C.C.
 Berkeley
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record shops  these o er 
you the best chances. 
You can
 expect to pay 
mucho, but look on the 
bright side  pursuing op-
tion three will probably 
cost you less than relying 
on 
option  four. 
41Option four is to be 
avoided and 
dreaded at all 
cost. 
It calls 
for a drive to 
the concert site several 
hours before the show is 
scheduled to begin. 
Bring  
lots of money, and expect 
to pay a minimum of dou-
ble the face
 value. 
Depending on supply 
and demand,
 four to 20 
times 
the  face value may 
be anticipated. 
Option four is for nei-
ther 
the cheap nor the 
squeamish.
 
It will call for 
negotia-
tions with what
 will almost 
certainly be a professional 
scalper He will
 attempt to 
Thursday,
 
May
 
12, 
1983 
squeeze 
every dollar 
possi-
ble out of his tickets.
 
He is a 
true capitalist 
and 
you are at his mercy.
 
There 
is one other op-
tion, 
but it is not 
available
 
to everyone.
 
In my case. I 
found  it 
very 
advantageous  to have
 
a good friend
 who hap-
pened to have 
an aunt, who 
happened  to own 
a statio-
nery 
store in 
Petaluma,
 
that just 
happened
 to have 
a BASS computer outlet. 
Yes, I just 
happened  to re-
ceive in the
 mail 10 third 
row 
tickets for the 1980 
Who show, postmarked Pe-
taluma, at a cost of 
$14  per 
ticket. 
Keep  in mind, I tried 
this  only once. I'm 
a firm 
believer that 
even  a Peta-
luma 
connection
 should
 not 
be exploited. 
Besides, 
my
 friend 
moved.
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made them,
 and whether
 the cut was 
intended for 
the 
Who, a 
solo  album, 
or
 just himself.
 
If all this 
doesn't
 make you
 giddy, then 
maybe you 
should  stay 
away.  Townshend
 can get 
self-indulgent  
(as 
with "Chinese
 Eyes," 
his  last solo effort).
 Perhaps
 re-
leasing 
two discs 
analagous  to a 
writer's  napkin 
scribbles 
or 
a painter's 
sketches  is 
nothing  but a 
self-indulgent  
feast. 
But the pickings 
are good. 
fr` 
4.)? lee5014. 
Open
 
Graduation
 Day 
Saturday
 
May
 
28 
open 
1:00
 
p.m.on
 
Reservations  
Please
 
286-1770
 
286-6187 
J 
476 
South 
First  St. (at
 Williams)
 
San
 
Jose
 
-literotefre
 
-ood-loving
 
author  
back
 for 
'Third
 
Helpings'
 
V 
Bob  
Teeter
 
Calvin 
Trillin 
would  rather 
eat than 
) 
anything
 else. 
Buffalo, 
N.Y.,  
doesn't
 mean 
Niagara  
ails to Trillin,
 but chicken
 wings. 
He 
lakes a 
special  trip
 there to 
write a 
istorical
 essay 
on the local
 dish. 
His 
next  
attack
 of 
hunger
 and 
historical 
research" 
takes him 
to 
pelousas, 
La., to 
compile
 the 
"definitive  
istory" of a 
Cajun  restat-;',  
iL -
Thanksgiving  
is a holiday
 that greatly
 
incerns
 Trillin. 
He wants
 spaghettti
 
arbonara  
to
 be the 
traditional  
dish. 
Trillin 
writes comicly
 about these
 and 
ther 
aspects  of 
his favorite
 subject 
in
 his 
lew book, 
"Third  
Helpings,"  a 
collection 
15 
essays.  
He has 
written 
about  food 
in
 two other
 
ooks, 
"Alice, 
Let's  Eat" 
and
 "American
 
Trillin 
also writes
 a column
 on politics
 
1 
The  Nation 
and wrote, 
until recently,
 a 
olumn 
on
 his travels
 in The 
New  Yorker. 
ome 
of
 his columns
 were 
compiled  in 
last 
ear's
 book, 
"Uncivil  
Liberties."  
records
 
A 
diner's
 quest 
for 
delectables
 
But food is his first love. 
Trillin's  descriptions of people and 
places he encounters 
on
 his culinary 
junkets are worthy of Dickens. He is 
always 
ready with a pithy remark. 
His picky daughter's method of 
sampling food is referred to as the 
"microbite." A friend of his is invariably 
described
 in his three food books as "the 
man with the Naugahyde palate." 
Trillin often gives a personal touch 
when describing his travels in search of 
"something decent to eat." In a 
description of an Italian street fair in New 
York, he writes, "When I first came across 
these foreign non -Italian) booths, I 
decided that the purist belief in restricting 
Italian festivals to Italian food was 
narrow-minded and artificial -- a decision 
that was based, I admit, on a certain 
fondness for the vegetable fritter." 
The 
true food 
addict 
(aren't  we all?)
 
will 
appreciate  
Trillin's  wit
 and pain-
staking  
"research."  
But he 
doesn't  take 
himself
 too 
seriously.  He 
often 
quotes
 the 
skeptical 
views of 
his wife, 
Alice,  "en-
forcer 
for the 
nutrition
 mob." 
Trillin is 
one major 
food  writer 
who  is 
not afraid 
to dig in 
and  enjoy it.
 While a 
recent 
issue of 
Gourmet  
may  discuss
 
Renaissance  
restaurants  in 
Mantua, 
Italy,
 
or 
how  to 
prepare
 shad,
 Trillin 
writes 
gleefully 
about  a 
volunteer
 fire 
company's  
oyster 
eat  in 
Delaware
 or 
sampling  
bars  
with 
"Suds" 
and  'Dregs,"
 two 
English 
teachers 
who  have 
visited
 every 
watering  
hole in 
Reading,
 Pa. 
Trillin 
also  appreciates
 fine food.
 He 
valiantly 
tries to 
order  what 
the regulars
 
are 
having in 
Tokyo 
and  New 
York's  
Chinatown.
 He 
makes  a 
pilgrimage  to 
a 
giant  catfish 
festival in 
Crescent  City,
 Fla. 
Trillin makes
 a point of 
avoiding  you -
name -it -we -got
-it places he 
terms "La 
Casa de la 
Maison  House." 
For a fuller
 appreciation
 of Trillin,
 
readers  may 
want
 to digest his 
two other 
food books. 
There he first
 introduces 
"the  
man
 with the 
Naugahyde  palate" 
and 
pizza 
magnate
 Larry 
"Fats"  
Goldberg,
 
both of whom 
he
 mentions in his 
new book 
without proper introduction.
 
Trillin 
also appreciates
 fine food. He 
valiantly tries 
to
 order what the  
regulars  
are 
having in Tokyo
 and New 
York's 
Chinatown.
 He makes 
a pilgrimage 
to a 
giant catfish
 festival in 
Crescent  City, 
Fla.
 ' 
Trillin makes
 a point of 
avoiding  you -
name
-it -we -got -it 
places
 he terms 
"La  
Casa de la 
Maison
 House." 
For 
a fuller 
appreciation  
of
 Trillin, 
readers may
 want to 
digest  his two 
other 
food 
books.  There 
he
 first introduces
 "the 
man with 
the Naugahyde
 palate" and 
pizza 
magnate
 Larry 
"Fats" 
Goldberg,  
both
 of whom he 
mentions  in his 
new book 
without 
proper
 introduction. 
The 
wizard  of the Who puts first 
drafts
 on record
 
y Craig
 
Carter
 
This album is 
for those who think 
Pete Townshend 
n do no 
wrong.  
"Scoop"  displays, 
in a convenient 
two-record set, 
a 
-illage of 
demos  by the 
Who's
 inimitably 
pompous,  indul-
ent,
 yet introspectively
 brilliant 
power -chord 
guitarist.
 
Blemished
 Pete 
splatters
 the album, 
which  makes for 
varied, 
uneven  listening 
experience.  The tunes 
and doo-
es span from pre
-"Tommy" to 
"Face  Dances," so 
here's not
 much continuity.
 And who knows
 how he chose 
nly 18 cuts from 
what must have 
been hundreds 
of musi-
al
 experiments ( not
 all of the cuts 
comfortabley  carry 
e 
"song" 
label).
 
"Scoop" is not 
a "greatest hits" 
collection  so much 
as 
t is a "greatest
 first takes" 
album; call it 
art in progress.
 
And  it is, for a 
few  cuts. The 
album  has the 
demos  for 
ome of the
 Who's best-known
 songs: 
"Bargain,"  
"Love
 
ieign 
O'er  Me," "So 
Sad About 
Us,"
 "Cache 
Cache,"
 
'Behind  Blue 
Eyes,"  'Magic 
Bus"  and 
"Squeeze
 Box." 
Who 
scholars  and 
future  critics 
will have fun 
compar-
ng 
Townshend's
 pleading
 vocal in the
 demo 
version
 of 
'Bargain"
 to Roger 
Daltrey's 
bravado
 mating 
call in the 
inal cut. 
Some
 songs were 
better, and 
definitely 
more  fun, as 
Oemos.  I found 
it refreshing
 that 
Townshend's
 version 
of 
leW WC'S 
CHINESE RESTAURANT
 
Mandarin 86 
Szechuan Cuisine 
Lunch 86 Dinner 
Food
 To Go 
131
 6 Blocks North of 
E. 
JACKSON  
ST, 
Santa  Clara St 
Between
 3rd It 4th 
294-3303 or 998-9427 
5rif 
"Squeeze
 Box" is sleazier than the hit and "Cache 
Cache"
 
is sung with a conviction I hadn't thought possible, consid-
ering the dismal version polluting the "Face Dances" 
album.  
And so on. 
No doubt "Scoop" will be compared to Springsteen's 
"Nebraska." Which 
is good for Townshend, but ought to 
make The Boss run back to New Jersey with his guitar be-
tween his legs. That may be spitting on an icon, but listen-
ing to "Nebraska" is 
about  as exciting as driving through 
it and takes just as long  or seems to. "Scoop," even 
when its bad, doesn't 
bore.  
For stripped -down demos, for catching the artist at 
his purest, "Scoop" does it so much better than "Ne-
braska." 
For the most part, Townshend's demo's are fully real-
ized songs, in that each has lead and backing vocals, lead 
and rhythm instrumention, and percusssion. But they're 
not finished songs --they're not polished; they don't sound 
ready for public consumption. Call it "backstage at the 
studio." 
The album is a lesson in the creative process, text in-
cluded. Extensive liner notes tell what was going through 
Townshend's head at the time he wrote the songs, how he 
AL
 & 
LUIGI'S  
PIZZERIA
 
FAMOUS
 FOR 
HOMEMADE  
RAVIOLI,
 
GNOCCHI  
(RICOTTA
 CHEESE
 
DUMPLINGS)  
AND 
ITALIAN  
SAUSAGE
 
Enjoy 
our Beautifully
 
Served
 
and 
Sensibly Priced Italian Food 
Today! 
297-1136
 
347 S. 1st
 Street (Across 
from 
Camera
 I) 
4 
blocks  from the cam
 us 
F 
page
 8 
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The 
Grateful 
Dead --
Greek 
Theater,  
UC 
Berkeley,
 7 p.m. 
Friday -
Sunday. $13.50
 advance, $15 
day of 
show
 
(415-835-4342).
 
San Jose 
Symphony - 
featuring
 contralto 
Maureen
 Forrester, San 
Jose Center for the Per-
forming 
Arts,  255 Almaden 
Blvd., 8:30 p.m. Friday -
Saturday, $10-$14 ($5 
student 
tickets).
 298-2300. 
Bobby  McFerrin -- 
Herbst 
Theater, 
San  Francisco, 
8:30
 p.m. Friday
-Sunday, 
$9.50-$11.50 t 415-431-5400). 
--art
 
San 
Jose Institute of 
Contemporary Art -- 377 S. 
First St. (996-4310) 
-- "De 
Te Fabula Narratur."
 
drawings, paintings and 
sculpture by Squeak 
Carnwath, Susan Martin 
and Timothy Anderson, 
Saturday through June 11. 
San Jose 
Museum  of 
Art
 --
110 S. 
Market  St. ( 
294-
2787) 
--
 Sculptor's 
drawi-
ngs, 50 
works on 
paper,  
through 
May  22. San 
Thomas Aquino
 Creek II, 
large-scale diptych 
and 
sculpture 
by Gene Flores, 
through May 29.
 Prints by 
Erin 
Goodwin,  through 
May
 22.
 
Art 
Department
 
Galleries
  "The Guada-
lupe River 
Project,"
 works 
by Helen and Newton 
Harrison 
part
 of 
"Guadalupe Meander: a 
Refugia for San Jose" 
project, 
through
 May 26. 
Union 
Gallery  -- SJSU 
Student 
Union,  third floor 
(277-3221)  " 'R' Day Will 
Come," paintings by 
Joseph Piasentin,
 "Killing 
Time," photographs
 by Joe 
Steinmetz,  through May 27. 
Fiddler 
On the  Roof  
SJSU Theater 
Arts  and 
Music 
departments,  
University Theater, San 
Fernando and 5th streets 
(277-2777)  -- 5p.m. Friday -
Saturday. 
C13
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" 
1100
 
All 
items  
limited
 to 
stock 
on hand.
 First 
come  
actor'
 
aeconditied
 
IQ 
only.  All 
Clarion 
units 
carry  a 
factory  
warranty.
 No dealers 
please. If you 
want
 to 
save 
f
  
is
  
lity,here's your chance. HURRY!!! 
5150R  
AM/FM
 
STEREO
 
The  New 
Clarion 
5150R  
superior  performance
 
CASSETTE
 RECEIVER
 
aunictznh:s.n.::nce 
in a 
 ,2 watts 
(6.'0,1
 
 
imProved
 
FM 
 Signal actuated stereo con, $ 109 
95
 
 
Lock,,,,,,F.E.
 
Awo 
Reverse 
4 
Way  balance 
compare 
at
 .199" 
3550R 
AM/FM  
STEREO
 
CASSETTE
 
RECEIVER
 
$9995
 
 
aaa.le *oh
 

Auto Reverse 

 
improved FM 
 Stereo/Mono
 switch 

 
Tone
 Control 
 Stereo 
balance  control
 
 
Auto 
D./Lo  
compare  
at./
 79'. 
convenience
 tn a 
MINI  
CHASSIS  
3150R
 
AM/FM
 STEREO 
in"=7.c.r013,1?.:.
 
CASSETTE RECEIVER 
. 
i2
 
watts  
16wicht
 
 
Auto  
slop 
 
Improved  FM 
Tone control 
 
Loc king 
4.1 I..." 
 
 Ste reolMono sarac $ 99 
 
Auto  D./Lo 
Factory 
reconditioned  
compare
 
at 
"129°'
 
Factory
 warranty 
3700R AM/FM 
STEREO 
CASSETTE 
RECEIVER 
The New
 Clarion 3700R -Clarion's value priced pushbutton model inn 
compact
 Chassis. 
. 
12
 
walts16w/chl
 
 5
-Pushbutton 
 Improved FM 
 Locking FF/REW 
 
Auto  
slop
 
$ 99 9 5 
 Loudness control
 
 Power antenna 
activator  
 Stereo balance control 
9300T HI -WAY
 FIDELITY 
MK -II 
AM/FM  
STEREO
 
CASSETTE  
TUNER  
The New
 Clarion 
93000  HI-Wey
 Fldallty 
Ms
-II 
the ultimata 
In car stereo 
performance
 
arid
 value 
 Electronic
 Tuning 
 
5AM/5FM  
toucnbutton  
memory  
 
Automatic  
program
 control 
 
Improved  
MAGI-TUNEDO  FM 
Soft 
Mull% 
.
Auto 
Reverse
 
Locking FF,REW 
Sional 
Actuated  Stereo
 Control 
FM 
noise  
canceler  
 
Requires
 
Separate
 Amplifier.
 
Stne2a0
 
oPEN 
NibitiT 
Guaranteed Service 8 
Installation 
Y: 
111c..os
 
 111. 
Guaranteed Prices 
14 
50 
Camden
 
Ave 
CAMPBELL  
377-7636
 
5499 Snell Ave 
SAN JOSE
 
281-9401
 
 
Compact
 chassis 
 Away 
balance 
control
 
 Digital clock 
 
Dolbyit
 
$26995
 
OW Now Son Jet* 'ewe 
 
Mostar',  11,11 
ompare  
at
 449.
 
1056
 El 
Camino 
Real  
SUNNYVALE  
984
 2870
 
Beach Blanket Babylon
 
Goes to the Stars and 
Broadway -- 8 
p.m. 
Tuesday, San 
Jose Center 
for the Performing Arts, 
255 
Almaden  Blvd. One 
show only, $12.50-$14 ( 246-
1160 
). 
Readings by Sandra 
Gilbert, George Hitchcock, 
and Joseph 
Stroud  San 
Jose Poetry Center, San 
Jose Institute of Con-
temporary Art, 377 S. First 
St., 8 p.m. Friday, $3 (277-
2817).  
Corridos 
-- musical 
play, 
El Teatro 
Campesino, 
Marines
 
Memorial
 
Theater,  609 
Sutter
 St., San 
Francisco 
(415-771-6900)  
--
8 
p.m.  
Thursday,
 8:30 
p.m. Friday, 
2 and 8:30 
p.m. 
Saturday,  2 
p.m. 
Sunday,  8 p.m.
 Tuesday, 2 
and 
8 p.m. 
Wednesday,  
open-ended.  $11-$17. 
Thursday,
 
May  
12, 
1 
Country  Store  157 
W. E 
Camino Real, Sunnyval 
(736-0921) -- 
Today:  Fra 
Ile, Air Guitar Contest #3 
Friday: Garcia 
Brothers 
Saturday: Papa Doo Rut 
Run, Kenny Zonkin. 
Tower 
Saloon
 -- 163 W 
Friday:
 
dec 
:
 
Roy
yRo preoEgexrsasnst. 
Santa
 Clara St. (295-7430) 
the 
Ramparts.
 Saturday 
Paul
 Durkett Band. 
Saddle
 Rack -- 131 
Auzerais Ave.
 
(286-3393,
 - 
8 p.m. 
Sunday: Phoebt
 
Snow, Dan 
Siegel, $8 ad 
vance, 
$9
 day of show. 
Laundry
 Works
  87 N 
San Pedro
 St (292-1222)
 - 
Today -Sunday:
 Alexis. 
LThe 
F 
Last.
 
Today -Sunday:
 
S--undayN,
 
San
 
Pedro
 
St.  
( 287
 
Jerry
 
Dye.
 
  
pthf
 
I 
Keystone  
Palo 
Alto 
260 
California
 
Ave.,  
Palo
 Alto 
(415-324-1402)
 -- 
Today:
 
Marshall
 
Griffith.
 
Saturday:  
Earl 
Thomas
 
Conley.
 
Sunday:
 
Euphoria,
 
Dammaj,
 
Isolation  
Dark 
Side.
 
Neighbors -- starring Dal 
Aykroyd and John 
Relushi  
Finals Freebiefree for al 
students, 7 and 10 p.m 
Wednesday. Morris Dailei 
Auditorium. 
GOLDEN DUCK 
CHINESE
 RESTAURANT
 
GRAND
 
OPENING
 
$2.00
 
OFF  
with
 purchase of 
$10 or more 
with this 
coupon.
 
505
 E. Santa
 Clara St.
 
(Corner 
of N. I I th 
and  E. Santa 
Clara)  
FOR  
FOOD
 
TO
 GO:
 CALL 
298-2257
  j 
Taking a long 
walk  
might
 he 
good  
A 
'lack
 
By 
Janet
 
Cassidy
 
A 
lack
 
of
 
communication
 
understanding
 
between
 
Associ
 
Students
 
officals
 
could  
be 
the  
ro
 
this
 
year's  
A.S.
 
problem
 
regar  
President
 
John
 
"Tony"
 
Ander
 
according
 
loan
 
A.S. 
offical.
 
Sam
 
Doying,
 
outgoing
 
stu 
rights
 
and  
responsibilities  
dirt  
and 
prosecutor
 
in the
 
Anderson
 
ciary
 
hearing,
 
said  
Wednesday
 
A.S.
 
officals
 
do
 
not  
know  
who
 
what,
 
therefore
 
it
 is 
easier
 for
 
cials  
to
 
neglect
 
certain
 
A.S.  
poll  
Ex-SJS
 
postpoi
 
By
 
Cassie
 
MacDuff
 
It 
has 
been 
nearly
 
four
 
MI
 
since  
Katrina
 
Rochelle
 
Rob  
was
 
arrested
 
on 
charges
 
of 
ast  
ing 
and
 
making
 
threatening
 r 
calls  
to 
her 
former
 
administrat
 
justice
 
instructor,
 
and 
the
 ex-
